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CHAPTSR 1 
liuman beinga tram the very inception of society are Uting 
in groups or are leading a gro^p life* In oi^er to satisfy 
their needs and for the welfare of ea(^ ctiier they live and 
viork together as a social unit* In living as a unit and working 
together they interact with each other and this Interaction 
provides stability and continuity to their grov^ or groi^ life* 
Thus htoian groiQ) as a unit exist as a aeans of satisfying 
certain needs of its meabers* In order to lead a stable group 
life there must be somebody to provide harexmy and directicm 
to the aspirations of its menabers as well as to influence and 
inspire than for the achieveiBGnt of their cossaem goals* It has 
be^i generally observed that in the achievazient of ^ a l the 
grovqpy as a whole no doubt, interact but there are a few 
individuals within the gro)4> who take the initiative and provide 
direction :fipr the achiev^amit of goals* Therefore, within a 
group one finds besides other, two categories of peraonsf 
(1) Persons taking initiative and providing 
directitms - leader 
(2) i^ ursons participating and not taking any 
Initiative • followera 
Thus each groi;^  has a leader or leaders and followers and 
this is equally true to the coonxunity leadership as has Ixsen 
-2» 
recogtilzed by niany soholars* Sanderson and Palaon hold that 
** 1£ a coiumunity is to act as a imit it mist have 
leades'fslriip \Snim is ii^oognized and has eosaiainity confidence* 
CoQcrunity leaders have necessarily to siake decisions, to 
direct oosaunity activitiest and to ^eak for the ooiaiQunity 
in relation to its internal ori^anizaAion and its outside 
relationship* If there is no leader» no one can ^eak for 
the oooEiunity and the effective ooncainity actions are aborted,"^ 
The ofi^ pacity of a person to influence and mould the opinions 
and attitudes of others is generally regarded as one of the 
qualities of leadership^ In eac^ grmip there are a few persons 
who have this capability by virtue of which they provide 
guidance and direction to the members and thus they lead the 
froi^ and are called leaders. This is true with regard to all 
human gr-oups whether belonging to rural or var^b&n communities 
or vdiether belonging to traditicmal or sjodem societies* 
The present study is an att^npt to study the rural 
leaderi^JLp and its changing pattern with special reference to 
villa^ T,e MIRAPUR of Barabanki district in Uttar Pradesh, In 
order to study the changing pattern of leadership it will be 
pertinent to have aoiae idea about the patterns of old leadership 
and to oon^are tti©n witli the modem pattern oX leadership. The 
term old leadership and new leade: ship patteras, it is tentatively 
suggested, refer to the patterns of leadership in Indian villases 
F«N«1 Sanderson D« & R.A. Poison • "Rural Ck}iuminity Organization' 
New York! John Villey ii Sons. Inc. 1939 P.ru 83* 
-I-
prevailinf; Defore and lifter indopendence re.'apef^tively. 
The terra leodersnip i S | no doubt, Inclusli*^ of a l l .'winds 
of loadsrsiii.: '-;ut i t raay 1:.G caar i f ied iiere tliat ti'ie cltler aiin 
of the prei^ent study Xn to am^lyse the p o l i t i c a l aspect of 
leadership* I t iias alao beem recoi^nized tha t i n Indian 
villa;5es other types of l e a d e r ^ i p oftan overlaps p o l i t i c a l 
leadership hence t h i s f ac t has also been talcen in to account 
and the other aiKJects of leadership have also been included lor 
tlie purpose of the present study* 
QXJ) i,tJ\Xit.y. .Mr The terri old leadership in the present 
study as already re fe r red aiiove.. r epresen ts tiie r u r a l 
leaders ' l ip pa t t e rn in Indian v i l l a g e s during the "British r u l e . 
In the e a r l i e r past ti^ie l e a d e r s ^ p in Indian viHa-^es had 
mostly been in the hands of a feu. HL^i cas te , wealth, 
landowner ship , iatuily s t a t u s and nuraerlCiO. stren(i:h of the 
tanily lave heon recarded as the laain so'Jurces of old leadership 
(Dubc, 3,C,'- and Lewis, Oscar^), 
i'he pa t t e rns of old leadership were t r a d i t i o n a l said based 
on a sc r ip t ion . The leaders enjoyed leadership os i t i on tjecauoe 
of t h e i r family 3:*eputation, socia l s t a t u s and wealth. Tno old 
2 liube, ,G. « • Indian Vi l la e» . 
London: i:outledge and egan Paul 1935 P«N« 1^ 1 • 
3 Lev/is, Oscar - * Village Life in Northern India*. 
Nevf Yor:s Vintage ooks Randcwi iiouse Inc , 1950 
P.N. 127. 
leaders very rarely took Into account tne pr^blaas or goals 
and most of t iem do not lead the coramunity in the real sense, 
but even tnen poor rural people sought tneir advice, folloi«?d 
thejT! and pay respect to them. Generally tlie I^ iuKrda of the 
village, big landlords, moneylendetrs etc, come laoder tlils 
category of old leader3# 
Ni^v. Li^ AiM.Siili-' Tiie pattern of leaderslUp in India after 
independence, have changed considerably- Specially with the 
introduction of deraocratic decentralization of poorer at ti^ 
grass roots levels and with the ic^lementation of Panchayati 
Raj and Corataunlty Developmcaat Progranmes. 
the directive principles of State policy lay down that 
there will be no discrimination on the basis of caste colour 
or creed osaong the citizems of India. All citizens will have 
equal opportunities in the matters of ^vemance, learning and 
enploynent. Throuf^ h deinocratic process, a govenictent 
respecting the felt needs of the people and functionine tiirough 
their own elected r^resentatlves, has been established. J:.ach 
individual who attains najority (age} iias full right and 
opportunity to participate in the political decisions as v;ell 
as in governance of the conaaiinity at various levels. The 
directive principles of state policy to establish an ©iialitarian 
society gave further opportunities to the ruralltes to talwo 
active part in various aoclo-poHtical matters for the welfai^ e 
and developraeait of the society at the village level* The 
concept of equality in political participation cer-tainiy s^ v^e 
«*3** 
a fillip in transformini'i the old pattern of leadership, and thus 
the traditional leadership patterns underwent nanifold changes. 
The Mehta Comnittee suggested a three tier systen of 
rural local govBmment \Tri\icti vfould be given statutory status 
and upon which tlio var-ious developmental functions perforaed 
by the ilocks were to be icplGmented. This procoss vrcio [;X^ren 
the name of "Deciocratic Decentralization". It v/as later on 
called as "Panchayati Ra.j" v/iiich is synonymous with the term 
"Flural local self govemiaent" in India, with the Introduction 
of democratic decentralization process the power was distributed 
at villa e, ilocl: arKi District levels wit i the organised bodies 
called as gaon panchayat, c.ihetra sainlti and Jisti-ict 3oard, 
respectively. Thus in this manner gradually tiw ruralitea ot 
the right to govern their affairs throu^ h^ their elected bodies. 
The electicai system, at the village level for village panciia: at, 
gave the viHagers more political awakening aai freedom in 
P litical participation and governance. 
Tile greater political awakening, freedom in political 
participation and adult franchise have to a ijreat extent affected 
tlie old political structures and patterns which underwent 
transformations in rural society. Besides political awaicenlnf; 
and greater opportunities for ele tive bodies, education, 
personal aoiiicies, £t>od contacts and sufficiont tine to devote 
for people etc. seems to have played a si.nificant role in tiie 
emergence of neH rural leadership, rhe estahlisinaent of 
democratic elective system in villages has coEgletely weakened 
4. I^ta, Balvantl G.CLeadsr}* H^ort of the Team Xor tbe 3tui3y 
of CoBiminlty Projects and National ^ etenslon Servloe. 
New Delhi I Comalttoe on Plan ProJeotSf Qovt. of India 1937 
Vol.1 (Nov. 1957) 
the old bases of leadership vhich were wealth, M^jh c a s t e , family 
s t a tu s ffiid lando\!aiership etc« 
QjJi:;CXIVj^ S Or' Tlii:. JSUDY The cMef a la of tiie present 
inves t iga t ion i s to study the changing pa t t e rn of r u r a l leadership . 
Thus i t i s necessary t o study the types of leadership r)revailin(i 
in the r u r a l community. 
One of the objec t ives of the study i s 1» maiie a cor!|)arative 
study of old and new leadership pa t te rn , because i t w i l l be on 
the bas i s of t h i s comparison tha t the changes would t en t a t i ve ly 
e determined or s tudied . 
Another obj c t ive of the study i s t o invest i- ;ate those fac tors 
vrfiich are responsible for the eraergance of new pat tern of 
leadership in the r- i ral soc ie ty . Furthermore i t i s also intenuied 
to study and analyse the iEK>ortant t r a i t s or c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of 
old as v/ell as tha t of new leadership pa t t e rn • 
-\iu.A Qi STUiiY AI4D MivT: lODULOGY The villai^e under study 
i s filFiAPUli, aaiclercarh Tehsi l , D i s t r i c t -iarabanki, U.r.A pui-^ ha road 
fron iarabanici leadin, to liaddergarii v ia Kothi Uscianpur divides 
trie v i l l a ; ;e in to tv/o p a r t s . In t h i s way Mirapur i s s i tua ted on 
both tfie s ides of t i l l s iarabankl-iiaidergarh pui^ka road in Soutli-
iiast d i r ec t ion frcHii Baraban i . The road dis tance of tlaidergarh 
from Mirapur i s 13 K.L. v/iiile the d is tance between the villas:e 
Mirapur and Jarabanki (tfie d i s t r i c t Headquarter) i s 32 K.^i, 
TiiC t o t a l area of the v i l l age i s approximately 1707 acres and 
the t o t a l population of Mirapur v i l l a g e i s approxirr^i.ely 33..-j v/ith 
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767 household. There are about 32.5/ii iiindus and 47.5/» Muslins 
in the vi l lage. Among riindus the liarijans constitute the 
tm^ority population and otiier caste groups in the village are 
irahmins and Thaiiurs, 
For the purpose of ideaitification of leaders of a coEiaunlty 
a number of metiiods have been suggested by social sc ien t i s t s , 
5 
Sanderson and Poison have proposed six lathods for the 
identification of leaders which are 
( 1 ; The discussion method 
(2) The laorksiiop method 
(3) The iTOUP observer method 
(4; Schedule method 
(b) i^ lection aethod and 
(6) ;>eniority and past esqserlence method* 
Singh, jlarjinder and Abraham, B, francis imv© sugcested the 
followln methods for tlie identification of leaders, 
aingh, II, in his study used the schedule method to identify 
informal leadership. But for the identification of formal 
leaders he consulted various records and registers of Pancliayat 
and Cooperative Society etc. 
5. ianderaon, D, v, a R.A, Poison - 'Rural Cooniunlty Organization' 
Nev; York : John Wiley & .Sons Inc, 1939, 
6, >in{^ iiarjinder - 'Rural leadership' 
Jullunder s Sterling Publisiier l^t. Ltd, 
1968 P.N. 20 
Abralmra, -U Francis^and Sirslliar, V,M,®(1974) 
have also adopted the aaoe schedule technique for the 
identification of cominunity leaders. 
In the present st'jdy sclKsdule technique iias been adopted 
fo: the identi.ication of loaders. An interview schedule and 
one questionnaire v^s developed for the present study, iichedule 
has been desit-ned to con act tlie conr.on public and they v/ere 
asked to identi.,y the leaders of their village by , reposingj 
tiie naiae of tvro persons v/hoa they consider and regard as 
loaaers. The samle foi the identification of leaders iias 
been dravai from the active pearsons and family heads of the 
villaje. Jucstionnaire has been designed to be administered 
on the identified leaaers only. 
For the present study a sanple of 100 respondants v/as 
drawn XfcKn the general public as stated earlier for the 
identification of loaders and these 10 respondants include 
50 Hindus and 50 Iiuslims. These respondants identified tiilrty 
seven (37) leaders. The 37 identified leaders were then clven 
the question aire for the purpose of studying their leadership 
Traits etc. The questionnaire in order to study the Traits 
of leadership was thus administered <m these thirty seven (37) 
leaders only. 
7. Abraham, M. Francis - •Dynamics of leadership in village 
India* Allahabadi India International Put lirJiors 
197A pp. 34-44. 
8. .jirsikar, V.rU 'Ruial Elite in a Develpjtog Society* 
New York; Orient ixingman Ltd. 1970. 
CliAi^m 2 
•nUu COMCEPT OF LimMiSim' 
Leadcrsiiip has been studied and analysed by a number- of 
scholars , out tiiey d i f fe r In t h e i r vie\v poin ts and thus t . ey 
have d i f ferent approaches for i t s study, ^ c i o l o g i s t s regard 
l eaders as an i n f l u e n t i a l peison or a power holder . Thus 
accordingly, the aci; of influencing people or the ac t of 
exercis ing pov/er over a pa i ' t icu lar i^oupt may be ca l led as 
»leadership*. In t h i s r e j e c t we sha l l exasiine the views of 
some soc io log i s t s and payoholOiiists which w i l l r evea l the 
l eade r s as an i n f l u e n t i a l person or as a power holdear* 
Accordin. t o Siiaw (1971) " leader i s t h a t group mesiber 
vrfio e s s r t s pos i t ive in f lua ice over o thers than they exert 
over hira. The term *positive*ijtidicates t h a t the d i r ec t ion of 
influence i s tha t desired by the l eader" , 
Ca t t e l l ( l ;51) has defined leader as "a person wiio has 
demonstrable ini'luence upon (3:*oup s y n t a l i t y , t h a t i s , a person 
v;lio causes gynta l i ty cliange", 
F,K,1 Siiaw, 1,^-,- "Group Dynamicss The psycholOi:^ of Sciall 
Group Behaviour", 
Nev; York: r4c. Grew i i l l l Book Co. 1971 P , N , 2 6 9 . 
2 C a t t e l l , H,ii ,- "New Concepts for Measuring Leadership 
in terras of Group Society", 
i n Human de la t ion 1951, 4* i;',ij, 161-134, 
m%Qm 
According- to Lindeiaan, " A leader is an Individual \-Saom 
rationalization, Judgements and feeling are accepted (responded t< 
3 by the group as a base of belief and action"» 
Pijors and Cabot hold that "any person may be called a 
leader durinj; the time when, and in 00 far as, his vd.ll, 
feeling, and insight direct and control others in tlie purimit 
4 
of a cause wiiich he represents". 
iemard has defined leader as "'any person v/ho is more than 
ordinarily ef Licient in carryin.^  psychological stiiauli to others 
and is thus ef lective in conditioning collective responses ciay 
be called as a leader"• 
Singh, H, hold that, "leader is a perstwi who bring harmony 
in the tjroiip, channelise aspirations and the resources of 
raembers and influence tiien for achieving the coaimon t^ oal." 
The above stated viewpoints present leader as an 
influential, a controller, harmoniser and a central tjosition 
holder having the qualities of psychological ccndltionln , of 
the .jroup. un the basis of the above view points it can :>e 
3. Lindeman, i.dv;ard C.» "Social Discovery t An approacli to the 
study of Functional Groups"* 
Mmr Yora Hepubllc Publishing Co, 1924 
P*N, 323. 
4, Pigors, Paul &• Richard C, Cabot- "LieaderfiUiip or Donination" 
Cambrld-et Riberslde Press, 1935 i .i^.lot 
5. ijemard, Luther L, "Introduction to Social PsycholOij.y" 
Chapter XXXIII NewYorkJ 1926, 
6, aiii|5fi, Harjlnder^ " Rural Leaderstiip" 
Delhii Sterling iAiblishers Pvt. Lud. ^^ -'^  
p»ruii» 
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hold that the leader i s an active perscm who r ^ r e s e n t s his 
group, aolve the ;)robleia3 of his group ia«3ffib«jrs and ocoi^les 
such a position in the group that he i s followed by others* 
But here, to bo active alone i s not sufficient to become a 
leader* it-very leader i s an active member of his ^roup, but 
every active member i s riot a ces arUy a leader* A grot?> can 
have a lar e niaaber of active persons but only a few lead^*s* 
I t implies tiiat a leader bealdes aix>ve stated characterist ics 
must have adequa-e followers* 
LiilAlMlciHll^  im'lMm I'he term leadership has been defined in 
a number of ways both by sociologists arid psycholOi^ists* 
According to Fairchild- " Leadersiilp i s an act of 
organising and directing the in te res t s aad ac t iv i t i e s of a 
^H>up of persons as associated in soiae x^roject or aatorpi^ise, 
by a person who develops their cooperation through securing 
and nalnt.alnin2 the i r nsore or less volwjtary approval of the 
7 
ends and metiiods proposed and adopted in tiioXr association"* 
Aocordinjj to Pigors and Cabot-" Lea e ra^P i s a process 
of mutual stimulation which, by the succesoi^il interplay of 
7* 3oe Abraham, M* Francis-* ^Dynamics of lieaderahip in Village 
India"* 
Allahabad t Imiia International Publications 1974 
P*N,8 
• t 2 -
r&ldvant Individual dlff©renoes, control human eaam^gy l a tlie 
g 
pursuit of a coramon cause." 
read, Odx^y hold that "Leadership Is the activity of 
Influencing people to coc^rate towards sooe ooomon goal n^ch 
tliey come to find desirable."'^ 
The ajove atateti viewpoints present leadership as an act 
of organising and directing the Interest and activities of 
group jaembers and influencing their to cooperate toward aoine 
coEiiTion goal (nad so It (leadership) controls hupan energy In 
pursuit of some oomxm cause* 
The term leadership Is often confused with tne terms like 
doainatlon and authority. 3o It will not be out of place here 
to distinguish between these related t«pias» 
LKADERaHIP AI^1D mimiATim the oaioept of leadership has already 
been briefly dlscu >ed above* Tiie tex^ dosolnatlon as eatplained 
by Max Viober refers to "tlrie opportunity to iiave a ocunraand of a 
given spc?clfled content obeyed by a given jpoug) o£ peraona. 
thus domination dependa only on the actual pr@£sence of one 
person successfully issuln^, oosmiand to anotitiear''* From this 
point of view of Fiax weber It is clear that a dwalnator acts 
as a cojMiander but the leader work in cooperation witli his foUowe 
S# Plgors, Paul and Richard C, Cabot- "Leadership or Donjinatlon" 
Cambi'ldgei The Riberside Press, 1935 P«M*l6 
9« Tead, Odway- '*The Art of Leadership" 
Lwidont Whittlesey House, 1935 P.N, 20, 
10« Weber, Max- "Basic Concepts in Sociology* 
Um6on i Peter Owen Ltd« 1963 P«fj« 116« 
-•15" 
According to Pigorst and Cabot " Bjaaterful Individuals are 
inclined to Imijose organizaiion autocfatically. This control 
11 
from the outside, rather thai from vithin. is domination.•* 
Therefore the metljods of domination as^^rt (explicitly or 
lE^licitlj^) the superiority of an individual over other, wiio 
are pressed into the service of aims in vihich they may oi- nay 
not believe and in whose fonmXiaticm they had no share* 
Domination is baaed on disciplinc and unquestionint. 
obedlenoe, hence it is antithesis of leadershj^p* The leader 
unites himself vdth his followers and generates power by 
releasing and directing human energy in the achie\'ement of 
common cause while a dominator asserts his ovm will and uses the 
others (to v&i^m he is dosoinatint;) as tools* The dasiinator 
sways the people rather than leading them (Paul Pigor e 
a.C. Cabot, 1935)# 
According to Pigors and Cabot "DoKiination is a process 
of social control in which accepted superiors assume a position 
of ccNsraand and demand obedi^ice from tliose who acknowledge 
themselves as inferiors in the social scale" 3^ On the basis 
of this viewpoint a differentiation can be made betwe^i 
leadership and dcmlimtion. The leaders mek cooperation of 
others while dominator stands aloof and issues ^ecific orders 
and CO masadSm The nature of 'domination* process is t^DO^rary 
11 • Pigors, Paul and Richard C* Cabot- •» Leadership or 
Domination" • 
CambridgeI The Riberaide Press 1935 F»N»21, 
12, Ibid P.N.^, 
«*14» 
because In erery new sttuatlon It has to h& re^ostabllslMd to 
maintain its stability and oontixmity, nhile with the 
leadership it is not so« 
Every type of leadership is a kind of doBdnanoe tut every 
d(»dnanoe is not leadership* The leadership is that doininanoe 
t^ iioh is voltntarily aooepted by others* Dominance taking 
place due to the institutional arrangementSf is leadership* 
LEADERSHIP AND AUTHORITY Authority refers to the capacity, 
innate or acquired for exercising ascendancy over a groi^) 
(Miehels 1930)* In terms of power Miehels has defined authority 
as a menifestation of poi«r*" According Biarstedt 1954 
"Authority become a power phenei!ienon***«*it is sanctioned 
i4 power, institutionalized power*** So the elem»its of 
dominance are possessed by authority* 
Max Weber gave three pure types of authority which are 
legal«rational authority, Traditional autiiority and Charismatic 
authority* 
%ml fiititorffil A\l^rltfY'" submitted under legal authority 
is based on an inperaonal bond to the generally defined and 
functional 'duty of office*. The official duty****...**,...«*is 
fixed by rationally establiahed norms, by enactments, decrees 
13* Miehels, Roberto (1930)- •Authority* in Seligman, Sdwin P.A*(Ed] 
in Encyclopedia of Social Sciences Vol*II* 
PP* 319* (NewTorki The MacMillan Co*, 1962)* 
14. Bierstedt, Robert (1954)- • The Problems of Authority* in 
Berger, Morris (Ekl)- •Freedom and Control in 
Modem Society^* 
Kew7orkt Octagon Books 1964 pp* 67-81. 
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and re^TUlatlons in such a mami€^ timt the Xegltlaacy of the 
autlKsrity becomes the legality of general rule, which is 
purposely thought out^ enacted and announced id.th formal 
correctness* 
TrQ4itioQal AuthPrity- Domiaation *^ <s*i rests t^xm the 
basis of traditionaliani ( i#e# t^on psychic attitude set for 
the habitual work a day and to the belief in the everyday 
routine as m inviolable norm of conduct; i^on piety for 
what actually t allegedly, or presuiaabj^ i-ms oXxmys existed 
will be called as «Traditlonal Authority'. 
Chariaaatic Autiiority- Chai-israatio authority refers to a 
jrule over men, Mrtiether predominantly external or predoiainjmtly 
internal, to which the goverxied subcdt because of their belief 
17 
in the extra ordinary quality of Urn £ ^ c i f i c person. 
Lealership has been categorised as foriaal and infonsial* 
IiSadership which i s exercised by tl^ te person wno hold soiue 
post having legal power la any organizaticari i s known as 
SSSM^Uaa^mUal^* '^^^ porsoua wlao do not hold jixy ijosition 
having legal po%^r and even they are mi^yina leaaeraiiip 
position, coae under the category of ip^ogsP^kJ^^*^£.^^^» 
Out of tljese two the fortaal type i . e . the leadership which i s 
15. G«rth, H.H. & C. Wright Mills (Ed VFrora i4a:cWeberi 
Essays in ^sociology" 
Lond(m: jjoutledoe & iCegan Paul, 1970 P.U. 299. 
16. Ibid P.II. 296 
17. l:)id P.N. 295 
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exercised because of halving formal povmr, is kaowa as Authority*. 
In the aaa» vay in terms of authority! as Peabody (1968) has 
18 
«2ggdartad« informal authority is kno%m as 'leadership'* 
The elaooits of domination are also foxaid in authority 
and the authoritative individual resort to power in order 'to 
have his notions aoc^ted by others* People are generally 
a^ald of authority as it ioplies that authority has the 
element oflear also, but leadership does not eihibit any o£ 
these elem^sts* The leader is* of eourset a domimiting 
personality but he do not aaert his authority in the maxaier in 
which an authoritarian does* A aiooessful leader also do not 
es^loy force in the is^lementation of his progranmes as is 
done by an authoritarian* l^EIhe publiOf instead of l^ing afiraid, 
shows love and ren^eot towards their leadcHrs and the leaders 
also behave lovingly and boaevolently towards their followers* 
lie looks more towards his duties than towards his rights and 
presents an ideal before the i^blio* 
APPRQACHEa TO iJ^ yaSftSHIP STUDIES 
Social scientists who have studied leadership have taken 
one or the other aspects of leadership into consideratioti. Since 
18* Peabody, Robert L. 'Authority* in 
Bavist *^ ^^t^ (i^*)- Zntemational £noylopedia of 
Social Sciences Vol* X pp* 473«478 
NewYorkt The Ha#!illan Co* & The Free Press* 1968* 
•»t7«* 
they differ in their vieirpoint, they have adopted different 
approaches for the Sftiuly of leadership* 3ome of the ln^ortant 
approaches are as foXIow8S« 
Irait Approach It is an earlier approach in \ihich the 
attention is focused cm the leaders themselves* A distinction 
between the leader and the follover is manAe on the basis of tiieir 
physicalt intellectual audi perscmality ooEBposition* l^ierefore, 
the leader/accordingly idaitified as having different 
characteristics than that from the general public* This approach^ 
aocoi'ding to Abraham, M« Frsnoiat reaeiQbles to the "Qreatsian 
Theoi^ which assuioes that leadership could be explained ay 
isolating psychologioal and i^sical oharaoteristics which are 
pre Rimed to differentiate leaders ft*om the other aembers 
Of .^iis groi^*'^ 
Si,tuationfy^ Ap^ jpiffl^  This approcich study leadership as a 
function of the situation* Thus it is b^ s^ed on the assumption 
that different situaticms require different leadership behavioixr 
and that the variables which enter into producing *good* leaders 
are determined by the particular situation* By * situation* here 
it n»ans the characteristic e of the grou^ itself» charaotttristics 
of the context in which the groi^ function^ and the Task wiiich 
is to be oonf^nted by the grm;i|>« 
19* Abraham, H* Francis - 'Dynamics of Leadership in Villas India' 
Allahabad t India International Publication 1974* 
P*N* 26-27* 
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Hyfa^v^oral Aporoach This approach lioM that leadership 
is nothing but the behaviour of the perswn which Influences 
the groi^ aeabers. Thus, the scholars have analysed the kinds 
of function which are perfonaed by the people who are In 
leadership position* Aoccjrdlng to Mpplt, general loaders 
20 perfons function related to the following* 
(i) A leader may pearttxem a syAiaollc fusiotlGai such as the 
Queen of England* 
(11) A leadffl? may perform decision naming function* For 
example, the political boss who makes decision behind 
the scene to be carried out by other individuals, 
(ill) Another function that is performed by aost of the leaders 
is to give information or advice to the groi^ neObers, and 
(Iv) A function that is ntost common to leadership positions 
is that of initiating plans* 
%^M?1f^ fflMa Aaasaga * ^t e3q}lains leadership in terms o£ 
functions which a leader perfoanss for his grot9>* 3o, those 
persons who have abilities to do something for the benefit of 
his groi^ under different circumstances may be called *leader'. 
Leader, 1±ierefore, emerges as a consequence of the needs of a 
group of and of the conditions laader which the grot^ is to 
function for Its existonoe* 
20. Ibid P.N. 27* 
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Ormtp Atmroach - Groiq;> approaoh is based on the aasuB|)ti<»i 
that the leedership is a gpwjp prctperty and this property 
resides neither exolusively nor inclusively in an individual* 
This approach, therefore, assumes leadership as a fimotion of 
the group stnicture* 
PffS4U<^«y^ teyftflff^ - ^ ^ s ^proach considers tiiose persona 
as leaders who hold sooe ag>eoifio position in an organization 
or institution* So those who have institutional position may 
be considered as leaders* In this e^proaoh the infomal 
leadership is totally exelixled* 
DeelaioBal Approach - It is also knom as 'Eveit Analysis 
Approach* or • Issue Approach* or 'Action Approach*» This 
approach takes into account the examination of the decisi(m 
making process and focussing on the people involved in lapecific 
oonBamity actions* This approach identifies 8|)eoific 
influentials rather than general influentials* Ti^ iis approach, 
is therefore, most realistic and most direct eg;>proach to the 
21 
study of leadership* 
ReputatioTfflil %l?^ ff^ <^ r^  ** ^ ^ s approach oonsideea those 
persons as leaders wiio are siost pcvpular in the eosoaunity* Therefore, 
reputation or popularity i s considered as a determining factor 
for leiidership* 
— -- —' '-
21 Singh, Avtar - •Leadersiiip i 'a t tems and Village Structure* 
New Delhi! Sterling Pub l i^e r s Pvt* Ltd. 1 73 
P.N.12 
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In the present study the following three ^^pro^ohas have 
been adopted! 
(A) Positional Approach * for the identification of foraal 
leaders of the village* 
(B) Reputational Approach • f^ :* the identification of Inforaal 
leaders of the vtUagOt and 
(C) Trait Approach • for the study of changiJ^ pattern of 
leadership so as to oon^ pare the 
old and new leaderahl|} patterns* 
Social scientists have Aioceeded in identifying different 
types of leadeors* Sharma» lahwaran and Chrenatein consider that 
there are two broad eatei^ries of leader* forcsal leaders and 
informal leaders* 
Persons en;)oying official positions ytlth inherent 
institutional poi#8r are regarded as i£ojgz^_3|^i^s and persons 
without havin^ ^ any institutional power and ttill enjoying 
leiKiership positions are called as JMP^iy^J^S^M, ^^ ^ ^ 
0(»Qmunity* 
lahwaran hold that the formal leaders are traditional leaders 
and informal leaders are new leaders* According to him the 
traditional leaders are generally the leaders of easts council 
and they ac<|uire status by virtue of heredity* While new leaders 
»2U 
aoqulre leadership position because of their personal qualities 
22 
and adiievwaoits* 
Orenstein has suggested two types of informal leaders^* 
(i) Sanctioned leaders and 
(ii) Unsanctioned leaders 
Sanctioned leaders are those nho do not hold any office, 
i*e* a post in any oz^anizatieny but are highly respected in the 
Cosimunity and people oonsult them in their difficulties* Ihese 
leaders hold their activities on traditional values of the 
comcnunity* But those leaders %dio have little or no basis in 
traditional values and thus «iio have naoked po«rer in their 
24 
hands are termed as t^aaOfiliSQeOiadSCft* 
On the basis of their souroe of effectivesiessy Orenstein 
has further given two kinds of aanotioned leaders, 
(1) Passive leaders and 
(2) Active leaders* 
According to the Orenstein^ "Some are leaders primarily 
22 Ishwaran, K*- 'Tradition and Eoonony in Village India** 
Boffibayt Allied Publishers, 1966* P*N« 119*120* 
23 Orenstein, Henry*- *l.eadertfiip add Caste in a Bombay Village* 
in Park and Tinker (Eds*) ^leadership and 
Political Institutions in India** 
Londont Oxford University Press, I960 P*N* 421* 
24 Orenstein, Henry* *Gaon* Conflict and Cohesion in an Indian 
Village* 
Hev Torkt Princeton University Presa, 1965 P*N*iao 
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by virttae of the respect they inspire in others* Their advioe 
is sought and their aotions are imitatedf but they generally do 
not atteiapt to compel ottedienoe* This type of leadership may 
be called £a.gl^v£* Others are leaders because of the power they 
exercise over people* They instigate or prohibit activities 
and their right to do so is sanctioned by the iaa;)ority, though 
their decislcHxs taay be centraijy to the desires of many. This 
25 
may be termed Active leadership". 
In the present stiKiy the following types of leaders have 
been talten into oonsideraticmi 
1. Social leaders 
2. Charismatic leaders 
3. Religious leaders 
k. Political leaders* 
SQCIilL li^ A^DHiS are those active persons who guide and 
help their memoers in their difficulties. Thus due to their 
extra-oi^inar>'' calibre and desire for social work they occupy 
leadership position* According to Jain "Social leaders are 
those persons who take part in various formal^ social and 
voluntary organizations or who are most active sodal workers* 
servicing; the eommunity on various eooial oocaaions such as 
raaAase festival etc*" 
23 Or^cistein* Henry* 'Leadership and Caate in a Boubay Village** 
in Park, R*L* & l*Tiidcer (Eds* )•'Leadership and Political 
Institutions in India** LcNodons Oxford Unlv*Press |19§0A2-
26 Jain» 3,p* 'Social structure of lindu Muslim Coa ;unity* 
Delhi* National Publishing House, 1975 P.N* 102* 
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In rtrral areas tlm aodal leaders give advice to the 
villagers in getting their ^doz^ done at Blocks tehsil and 
District levels* They also serve the villagers at the time of 
ceremonies and functions* Since the area of their activities 
is unlimited 'Social Issud&ra* are also regarded as 
'general leaders** 
CHAiilST'lATIC I^^DSRS According? to I4ax ^ehm- a Qiariamatic 
leader is one %rho has no organized 'machine* at his disposal, 
vho&e power has not JOO i obtained throu^ institutionalized 
procedure» and who converts people to his message and secures 
27 tlMir obedience by peri^iasion* 
It is evident tliat chariamtic leaders are those persons 
who succeed in encJoying this position because Q£ their great 
personal pcmeT* They exhibit wisdom and aotm supernatural 
qualities in their personality* 
I^ELIGIOUS Ii:;<^iJit;ES The religious leaders are included under 
the category of •s^jctional leaders* • Religious leadert according 
to Jaint is *that individual wiio cotsoand authority on the laesnbors 
of his caste or religious group by virtue of his position as 
28 
a oez*e£K>nlal he€^ of his caste or religious grot^« 
27 Mitchell, (Jt9 Oanoon^ *A iJlctlonary of Sociology* 
London! Routledge and Kegan Paul* 1968* PH* 29 
28* Jaittt S«p» •• • social Structure of Hindu Musliia CoBsaunlty* 
Delhii National Publishing House 1975 P«N« 102. 
'^B»*f^ 
Therefore t persons wlao guide the indivldusuls ot their oaste/ 
religion on religious matterst are £e^j{jismg X^S^'&^M^ '^^y 
oosimaiid high authority and en^oy high presti^ and reelect over 
their religious follo%i»rs« 
POLyciCAIf JLEAQSRS Persons \iho are active in politioal sphere 
of life to auoh an extent that they gain lauoh popularity and 
si^port ftom the public are known as political leaders* Thus 
politioal leaders are tliose persons who take active part in 
political affairs of the society at the time of elections* 
panohayat natters* factional dilutes and siioilar other important 
matters of the group or society* According to Jain-*Political 
leaders are those individuals who are affiliated with political 
parties Sn the cc^acity of office beairers, active workers or 
holdinf^ elected positions of authority in local self govemruant 
of the coramunity*?^ On the other haad there are persons who 
are actively engaged in political affairs of the society and do 
not hold a position of power, yet they are widely p<^ular and 
rei^pected as the leaders of the cosMunity* 
D^TEai-gHANTa OF LSADBRgiB* 
There are aocie ia^jortant cheoraoteristioa/traits of leadership 
on the basl of which leaders are identified and distinguished 
from the rest of the raeabers of the ooBamunity. A number of 
leaders^p trait© or determinants have bBon identified by 
pathologists and socialogists* 
29 Ibid P.N. 102 
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Lewis analysed the personal and aooioo^ootiamXc diiaraoteristlcs 
of Jat leaders and pr^K»sed ten factors that are desirable for 
•30 
a leader**^ Roy has given six oharaotoristios iihich» according 
31 to him are desirable for an ideal leader* 
32 
Basu gave a list ot ten essential qualities of a leader* 
Qrenstein has ei!^ ;»hasiz©d on the determinants of leadership and 
lias given five determinants in this respect*^*^ Hehta has also 
34 given ti'alts of leadership* 
30 Lewis, Oscar- * Village I«ife in Northern India • 
Ilei/Yorks Vintage Books, Random Book Inc* 1958 
P»N* 127* 
31 Hoy, Pradipto- * The characteristics of Emar^nt Leaders' in 
Vidyarthi, L*P* (Ed.)- 'Leadership in Iniiia* 
Bombayi Asia Publishing iiousQ, 1967 P*N, 294 
32 Baax, ri*K* - 'The role of leadership in the life of an 
Individual* in Vidyarthi, L»P* (F<i,) 
*Leadership in India* 
Asia Publishing House 1967 P.N* 67. 
3 lont Conflict and Cohesin in an Iiklian 
I 
Princeton l^ iiv. Press I965 P.N. ir/.179. 
> .al Conflict in a Village Community* 
ds s, Cnand i^ Cto. Pvt* Ltd. 1971 
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An analysis of detenoinants of leadership as given by ^ e 
above stated social soientists reveal the following most ooiBBon 
traits/determinants of leadership* 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
^ ) 
(9) 
(10) 
Wealth 
Family Background 
Education 
Age and G^aealogicdl position 
Personality traits 
Connection with officials 
Nunerioal strength of the faiaily 
Physical and nervous energy 
Snthusiaai 
Sense of purpose and direction 
(11) Integrity 
(12) Friendliness and affection 
(13) OeciaiVMiess 
(14) Intelligence 
(15) Oood E?q;)re8sion 
(16) High Caste 
(17) Knowledge of inass psyohology 
(18) Paith 
(19) Strong personality 
(20) Speaking power 
(21) Thorough and well Infomied 
(22) Rank and Status 
(23) Initlativwiess 
(24) Self oonfldenoe 
(25) Ideal character 
(26) ^Bsmthetlo attitude 
(27) Self aacrlflce 
(28) lo^artlal ;)udgement 
Wealthy persona having hia^ eoonomio status and good family 
background have hefttcr ohanoes to attain leadership position. Age 
ia also an io^rtant factor in rural aooiety* Besides other factors 
in rural society aohieveoent of leadership position also d^end vipoa 
the personality (both physical and cultural) of the individual, good 
relations vith offioialst and persons belonging to a big (nunericall]| 
family* Individuals having laore physical and oental energy and tho8@ 
who are deairlous to becc^ ie leader have laore chances to get it* 
Sensible persons and people who have aone integrity and who have 
friendly and affectionate behaviour also ^ I d better chances* The 
factors like faith» decisiveness* speaking pot#sr» good es^Hression 
and intelligence are the plus points £OP a perstm to enjoy 
leadership position* High social status and high rank (including 
h i ^ caste in India) are positive factors for a leader* The 
leader should have a knowledge of mass psychology and he should 
be a thorough and w e H informed person* The leader should also 
have a eaq^acXty to take initiative for different programaes and he 
must have a self confidence when doing something for his groiqp* 
The p«*8ons who have a courage to give iiapartial ^Judgement and who 
have sya^athetio attitude for his associate can lead the grot^ 
laore cos^etently* A leader is an ideal for the group so he should 
have a good character and he should always be prepared for 
sacrifioes for the cause of welfare of the groi^ or society* 
CHAPTBl 3 
In the present study an int&rrimi aet»dule and a qiMotionnalre 
has been developed to study the 'ohangtng pattern* oX rural 
leadership*. The questions in the schedule anl questiomiaire 
iiere fonauiated by keeping tiie following hypotheses into aeoount. 
HTPCmmsig Ho.1 Leaders vho possess foroal jpoiier are nore 
influential and have laore foUoverii 
HYPOTHESIS lie«2 Panohayati Ra;) ^ stem and deaocratiaation 
l»*ooe88» have strenthened the oaste solidarities in rural India* 
HYPOTHESIS Ito>? The demooratio aystest has weakened the role 
of religion in politioal aotivities* 
HYPOTHESIS K Q * 4 In rural society aostly the heads of 
family a^ire for leadership* 
" " ^ ^ » ^ ^ Me>s In rural sooielqr the leaders generally 
belong to the joint ffeuaily* 
HYyOTHESIS lte.6 Leadership positions in rural society are 
o<Hifined to a certain eoonoaic class* 
SCHEDULE AMD aUBgglOtfllAIRS 
The aia of the present study is to investigate the changing 
pattern of leadership of an Indian village* The tern leader 
here refer to those active perscms of the ^Nonjnity who are 
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centjre of attraction for others, ^ l^o help the ooaisiiunlty members 
in their activities, t«ho take initiative and solve their problems 
by providing direction and guidance to them in the achievement 
of their goals and objectives. 
The interview achediae was developed to identify leaders of 
Mirapur village, district Barabaaoikl in U«P» The questionnaire 
was developed and administered on the leaders of the said villaije 
who were Identified people with the help of th© schedule. 
SCHiOXJLE - The main object of the schedule is to idcoitlfy 
the leaders of the village. It has also been atten^Jted to study, 
through this schedule, whether any relationi^p between 
traditional organization and present deraoaratlc syst€«i exists and 
to what extent religious beliefs play any iu^rtant role in 
controlling the political behavior. 
There are thirty one {3^) items in the schedule to identify 
the social, charisisatio, religious and political leaders. The 
items also tai> the reason on the basis of which the res^ndants 
accept a person as their leader or In other words they also 
reflect towards the oKpected Important traits of leadership. The 
schedule also give an indication whether the trarlltlonal rural 
Institutions facilitate in strengthening or weakening the new 
leadership structure or help in the fojriaatlon of new leadership. 
QUc^ sriQItiAIi'ii:; - the chief object of the questionnaire is to 
study the iB5>oirtant traits of leadership. The questionnaire 
contains fifty one (51) Iteias related to the leaders personal 
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infonaationa, their outsitie oontactsi their oducationf their 
family bacKoroundj their political knowledge and awareiiess arid 
their personal abilities* So this questionnaire has been 
administered only on those persons of the village who were 
identified by the respondants as leaders tfith the help of the 
schedule as discussed above* 
FI.i::LD OF 3TUi)Y 
The population of tiie present study has been dra\m from 
tllRAPUii villa :e of Haidergarh tehsil# Barabanki district, 
situated at a distance of 60 K»i;, firom Luc^ aiow, the Capital of 
vJ»P. rtie nearest to^m from the villa. ;e Mirapur is Haidergarh 
i,e* nearly 18 iUlI. by road. It is nearly 32 K»M. a\my irou 
Barabanki city vrfiich is the district headquarter. A pukka road 
crosses -.he villa e and divide ^  it in two parts* 
Total area of Mirapur village is 1707 acres, out of which 
1523 acres is usoa for cultivation* The total are havir^ g 
IrriGational facilities is 328 acre 3, Out of this, 4l4 acres 
is irrigated by taps, 215 acres hy goveiTOaent canals, 79 acres 
by wells and 112 acres by tube-wells* Rest 11 acres is irrigated 
by t^ n^ :s. 695 acres of land has no irrigational facilities*^ 
The village under study is divided into twelve (12) hamlets 
which are known as PURWA, The nasies of these twelve hanlets are, 
F«K. 1 Sinha, D.N, - 'Twon and Village Directory» District 
Barabaitki (Part JUA} 
District Census Handbook, 1971 Census of 
U*P*(Series 21) I*icknowt 1972 P*N,188-189* 
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MlrapuTt Baitekkarpxir, Bsrall^hera, Pura Gobro Bhagat, Ghulamaabad, 
Pur a Chheda Mlyan, Jattlpur, Ehundhurpur, Munshlgan;), Sardar Oanj, 
Kesargaiv) and Korln Purwa» Out of these Mirapur I s the big^^^est 
hamlet i/hich i s situated In the centre of the vil lage and the 
smallest haialet i s Korinpurwa. (Appendix- Map of the v i l lage) . 
Distance bet\ireen these hamlets do not exceed to one Kilometer. 
The t o t a l populatlcm of Mlre^ur v l l l a - e I s 3353 and there are 
767 households,^ The following table present the maaber and 
con^s i t lon of household and the population of different hamlets. 
TABlii. No. II DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF TiiE VILLAGE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
OName of tr-e 
Mirapur' 
BabaJtkarpur 
Baraikhera 
liamlet 
PuraKjotare Bhagat 
Ghulaaabad 
Pura-Chheda 
Janlpur 
IJhundhLirpur 
riunshlgaoj 
Sardargan^ 
Kesargan^ 
Korln Purwa 
TOTAL 
Mlyan 
! Ho. of Households i 
1 Hindu 
112 
103 
51 
hk 
30 
34 
27 
15 
10 
11 
6 
2 
4it5 
Muallia TotalJ 
265 
35 
«• 
a» 
16 
-
6 
«k 
• 
M» 
-
-
322 
377 
138 
51 
44 
46 
34 
33 
15 
10 
11 
6 
2 
767 
Population 
Hindu 
391 
314 
270 
201 
133 
166 
105 
53 
51 
40 
20 
13 
1757 
Muslim Total 
1365 
138 
• 
•k 
65 
• 
28 
mm 
tm 
«• 
mm 
-
1596 
1756 
452 
270 
201 
198 
166 
133 
53 
51 
40 
20 
13 
3353 
2 Census Report of Slddhaur Block, January 1978 (uiqmbllshed) 
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The above table ^lov that in village mrapur 32,71% are Hindus 
and rest 47»299( are mslims (^e total in Table No*l)« The 
Muslims are IIVIJ^ in Mr&par haialet in a ma^Jority and this 
percentage of ^iusllms in nir&pixr haialet Is 11*7% and only 22.279( 
are Hindus (%} Item HO.I in Table Ho*l)* Muslims are also residin^^ 
in three more haislets whioh are BabalOcarpuri CHuilaiiiabad and Janipur* 
The population percentage of S^ luslims in these hamlets is 30*3% in 
BabakKarpur, 32*32% in Ghulaiaabad and 21*099^ in Janipur* In rest 
eight hamlets only Hindus are residing and no HusHm peculation is 
there* Thus in iiaolets Baraildiet^, Pura Qobre Bha^t^ Pura Chhecia 
Myan, Ohundhurpur, Kunahiganj, Sardargan^y Kesargan and Korin Purwa, 
cent percent po|ailatio& ia that of Hindus* 
In Hirapur village among Hindus iaa;}ority of the population 
belong to lower caste and Hari;)ans like* Paai» Chamarst Lohar 
(Blacksmith)9 Kahar, Tamboli (battle leaf sellor), Hurai (Vegetable 
cultivator )t Ahir (RUkmen), Bhu^Jwa, and Dhibi (itfashenaen) • In tiie 
vigpev castes category Qrahiains have about fcxrty iW hous^iold^ out 
of which ma^Jority resides in Barakhera and approxinately 7 or G 
families of Xshatriya are also there in the village* 
Among l^islims both the sects ^lia and Sunnis are living in the 
village* The Sunni l^uslims are Sheikhs and Pathans and are locally 
idaitified by their respective occupational names like Darzi (tailor) 
Ou^ Jar (Milkmen)» I'lanihar (Bangle seller), Teli (Oil pressor), 
Barahi (Carpenter), (Jasal and Cliitava (Butcher), Nal (Barber) ami 
Faqeer (The dnan beater) etc* Asiong Shias only Syod reside in the 
villafje & majority of them in engaged in agriciature, a few engaged 
in sevioe in — ——•— • —.--.— 
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blook Siddhaur, and soate in small business also* 
Mlrapur^ though coiaparatlvely a big village is devoid of 
certain essential facilities or amenities* The village has one 
primary school, one J^unior high sehool» a veterinary hoi^ital and 
a milk dairy omitre* In the village tri-weekly markets are held 
on Monday, Thursday and Friday. There are only a few permanent 
shops for essential oomraoditles, and only three private 
practicing doctors are available» out of which no one has got 
a medical degree* A few hamlets have got electricity but it is 
only used for agricultural purposes i.e* for tube wells, flour 
and oil mills* A pukka road crosses the village and for the 
transportation ptxrpoaes, UX©Q& are available for Barabanki (the 
district headqxiarter) and Haidergarh (the Tehsil town). 
The staple food of the village is vdieat and rioe* The main 
crops in the village are wheat and p£uidy* Apart from it gram, 
maize, pulses and sugar cane is also produced* The vegetables 
are cultivated and a few mango groves are also there* Approxicjately 
30 to 40 licensed opium cultivators are also there in the village* 
The literacy rate of the village is very low and hence it is 
educationally very backward* Out of the total populati<m 
i*e. 3353 only a few persons have gone for college education* The 
strength of sttudents at local primary school is 116 while in the 
Junior high school 111 students are enrolled in primary section 
arui 186 students are reading in the junior section i*e* in sixth 
seventh and eight standards* Students from l^e neighbouring villages 
where educational facilties up to this standard are not available, 
also receive education at Mirapur* 
-.34« 
Mirapur villar,©, before the abolition of Zamlndarlf was 
under the oontrol of ^ i a sect of Muslims as Zaxolndars or Owners* 
After Zamlaad^ri A^lltlon the total populatlcsi of Shla msllms 
In the Mirapur village at present Is now not more than 5% of the 
total population, and thei^ e are rou^ily twenty six (26) households 
belonging to this sect. fhou?-h the nuoerlcal strength of iihla 
Muslims Is mBOfrte yet they still hold doolnanoe In all the affairs. 
The Shla Muslims are still In dominance b^ c^ause they are still 
maintaining a hold on the key posts of village Panchayat and 
Cooperative Society whidi are the t%o main bodies of the rural 
society. 
In recent past it has been observed that the dOiEnlnance of 
Shias holding key posts In the village panchayat and coc^rative 
society is under challenge by non Shlas* The election results of 
vlllaije panchayat of i^ lrapur in 1948, t953, 1961, and 1972 (since 
no elections have been conducted after 1972, therefore the same 
elected leaders of 1972 are still contimiing di their positions; 
indicate that Shla sect is s^ fcill doialnatlng and having a macJor 
hold on the key posts continuously i^tlll now, ihls indlcaU* that 
the Shias are enjoying the aa;H«'lty suipport ot the population. 
The econouilc status of non*;^ilas in recent past has iqproved 
conslderaiily, hence they are also aspiring and attea^Jtln^ to gain 
leadersiiip In these bodies and organizations. The general 
traditional practice In lUrapur had been that only those persons 
could become meabeis of village panchayat who enjoy the airport of 
the Pradhan (i.e. head of village panchayat). Since the ecoaamic 
dMk ^ ^ t a f l k 
Gosdition o£ mn shiaa have iBprovod ooasidtt^bay and Pradhan 
oooassionally aXao need their Iie3|» and st;^ srpQrt benoe the Pradtian 
has also started ai^ fypoirtiiig the nonvshiaa tor the nemheriMp of 
the village paaohairat, m i s eihibit a shift from traditional 
systtta* 
SAWPUHCf 
In the present study the diq^roportional stratified smnpling 
method has heen used* In this type of sampling technique the 
total population is divided into various i^ rmi^ s w oategcaries wd 
their independent sauries are drann within eaoh groi^* ^ t the 
groi:^  is defined in such a %pay that eaoh individual should Appear 
in <me and only one gro\xp» In this diaiuroportional stratified 
sampling ne make uae of different saapllng fraetiona to manipulate 
the number of eases selected in order to ioprove fiurther the 
effioienoy of the design*^ 
tfith the help of disprq^ortional stratified aaqpling aethod 
hundred (100) pwsons were interviewed for the identification of 
leaders* The representatimi of eaoh hatfletf eaooept the two 
(Kesari^BOj and Korin Purwa) where the population is less than 
twenty (20) were included in the aan^le* In the sane way 
3 Blalook, il^ M* (Jr*)- "Social Statistics" 
New Tork t MoC^i^w Rill Book Company I960 
P.N, 399-401 • 
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representation to different age groi^js, religious groi;98» vama/ 
oooraunlty, and occt^atlonal groups were also glvwi as presented 
bo low, 
^gg s The foUonrlng table present the age wise 
distribution of the respondents* 
TABUS 1^.2 I AOE Wloi:. UIS^miBUTION Of tm RiiSPOND/VNIb 
AGE GRObV 
15-25 
r!6-36 
y/^7 
48-58 
59-69 
70-80 
I mwonTs (X) 0 
20 
31 
42 
53 
64 
75 
mEwmcY (f) 
CD 
31 
19 
11 
8 
5 
Total Mo« of Reanondants » 100 
fi VALU 
Sfx • 
u or fx 
520 
961 
7-6 
r)83 
512 
375 
3749 
Average age of the Respondants 
N 
» _ i749 X a 37.49 years 
100 
The above table present that the age range of the respondants 
Ifi from 15 years to 80 years and thus the average age of the 
rcspcmdants is 37i years* 
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3EX Thevillage under study I s very backward and females 
were found to be to taUy detached fro© the social and po l i t i ca l 
ac t iv i t i e s of the v i l lage , h ^ c e there i s no feaole in oi r 
saraple. So a l l the 100 reapOTdants are male, 
RELIGIQH The population of Mlrapur vil lage consists of 
Hindus and Muslims. In the sample equal representation i s given 
to both these groups* Thus 50)(> respondants are iiindus and the 
res t 50?^  are the ^kislima. 
M^ITAL STATUS Out of the t o t a l saiaple 84 rei^jondents me 
married sind res t 16 are bachelors* Thus 8k% respondants are 
married and l6;i are unufflrried. 
VARHA/COriMUNITY fhe following table represents the 
l is t r lbut lon of the resi>ondants on the basis of Varna/and 
ooflTJunlty, 
TAi3Li^  No.3 i VMim/QOmiSlilTY OF TH2 KliJEPOSIDANTS 
S.N, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 VARMA/COfllUNITY 
l^ahrain 
Ksha t r i ya 
Sudra 
Hari;)an 
3yed 
iheikh 
Pathan 
TOTAL 
5 NUMBER 
10 
2 
29 
9 
21 
10 
19 
100 
PERCENTAGE 
1(^ 
^ 
29^ 
9Si 
2 1 ^ 
10^ 
195^ 
10096 
*38« 
The above table show that the representation o£ each Varna aaod 
Coffimunlty I s given in the saxople* Since the pcpuXation of Vais^yas 
i s very very low (i«e* neglegibie) in the viUage* hence they are 
not ineXtided in the amspliam 
QCdJ^ AflON The following table present the occiQ>ati(»ii«i3e 
distr ibution of the respmidjantB* 
TABiJE Mo»^  I OCCUPATION OF THE mSPQfmhMTS 
S.N, OCCUPATION miM 
mMBm. E % 
SUBSIDIARY 
miHlQR 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Agriculture 
Business 
Labour 
Service 
TOTAL 
89 
4 
4 
3 
too 
899^ 
m 
k% 
^ 
100^  
4 
8 
7 
3 
22 
4^  
856 
n 
m 
22% 
The above table show that there are four loa^or types of 
occupation in which the resfiondants are engaged* The table 
further reveal that in all 22% respondents, besides tiieir laain 
occupationt are also engaged in subsidiary occupations like 
business^ labour, agriculture and smt^lom^ but a w^orXty of 
them (i«e« 8 ^ ) are engaged in agriculture besides their 
subsidiary occupations aliK>« 
CHAPTER 4 
IDENTIFICAYIOH OF li^ ADERS 
Scholars hove olassifldd leaders into two broad categories 
which are as follows 
(A) Formal leaders and 
(B) Informal leaders 
In the present study leaders have also been classified Into 
two categories^ formal and infonaal leaders* Re ,arding the 
identification of formal leadersf the criteria adopted in the 
present study is that all those active persons who hold ac»ae 
post with inherent power in local bodies or organizations have 
been cate-orised as formal leaders* 
A number of methods have been proposed by different scholars 
for the identification of infonaal leaders* n^ich are as 
follows 
(1) The discussion n^thod 
(2) The \s«ii<shop method 
(3) The group observer method 
(4) The schedule (or questionnaire) method 
( ) The Election method and 
(6) Seniority or Past experience 
Out of the above mentioned methods the 'Schedule (or 
questi(»maire} method* has beai adopted in the present study 
F*N, I Sanderson, D*Wright & R«A* Poison* "Rural Community 
Organization^ New Yorkj John v«iley and Scms* inc* 1959. 
«4CV 
for the Identification of Infonaal leaders of the village under 
study* 
Ttik^ SCHiaDULc; METHOD s In this method the gatierel public of 
the village or cofaraunlty Is C(mtacted and t^ xe re^)ondent8 are 
asked to propose the names of those active persons wf^ help and 
guide them In their different affairs of life and In problems. 
Throug^i this method. In the present study, social leaders, 
oharittaatlc leaders, religious leaders and political leaders have 
be«i Id^itifled. In each cate cry a few questions were b iwi 
asked irom the respondents and they were asked to give the nanies 
of two saoh persons to vhom they %K>uld like to consult and seek 
their guidance on various matters* The score, thus ulven to c^ch 
such active person, vvas calculated. In the category of social 
leaders the mascinum possible score for one person would be 6CX) 
because six questions have bee i asked from all the hurdred 
reapondants. In the same ay the aaximum j^salble scores depending 
an question presented for a charismatic, religious and political 
leader would be three hundred (300), two hundred (2(X)) and five 
hundred (300) re^ectively. 
The maximum score under each category of leadership varies, 
hence a person who has secured 'M or nwre of the taaxlaium score in 
any cateoory has b&en included under the category of leadership 
belonging to that category. Therefore the persons whose score 
is 30 or raore in the cate/:ory of social leaders were identified 
as social leaders. Those whose scores have been 1i>, 10 and 20 or 
more under se<xmd third and fourth cate ;ory, have been idoatifled 
mi^%m 
as charlaaatic, religious and po31tioal leaders re^ectively. 
Code names have been assigned to each leaderr in order to k e ^ 
their nauaes confidential as per agre€^ent hetve&n the respcmdants and 
the investigator. 
SOCIAL LEADERS la ojrder to identify social leaders 
the investi;-ator posed a certain creations before the respondants 
pertaining to their probleas *^oh are generally faced by thea 
at blocK, tehsil and at District levels. The respondants were 
asked to propose the na«ies of persona wriOD they would liKe to 
consult and on whoia they mostly rely and depend £or hea^. 
For each person i«hose name was pxpiiosed by the respondants it 
v/as counted that how many times his name has appeared in the 
proposed list. By this procedure, oiily fifte^i (15) persons were 
identified under the category of SOCIAL LEAIlSiS. fhe following Igable 
shows the score of each idaitified aocial leader. 
TABLE HO.If IDmiTIFlCATIOU SCORE OF SOCIAL LEADERS 
S.N. ICODE mm. OFJf SCORE S.N»KC0ijE NAME OF] 
LEADER 
iCORE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
KA 
Ml-I 
l4Ali 
AR 
mi 
m 
3P 
Mil 
143 
128 
96 
71 
71 
62 
58 
52 
! ^ 1 ^^  f ^  
1 12 
1 13 1 ^^  I ^  1 
U 
CR 
GR 
AHK 
RBT 
SPS 
RP 
46 
45 
42 
39 
38 
34 
30 
••H2** 
Table No«1 presents oode naiae of social leaders and their 
respective id«itificati(m scores. On the basis of this table 
we plot the code name of social leaders on X««ucis and their 
respective scores on Y«axis and a 'Bar diagram' has been drawn 
as given in Diagram No«1« This diagram present the degree of 
popularity of the id^itified social leaders* 
OXAGftAM Ho.is IMME& OF FOPUURXTY OF SOCIAL LEADERS 
SCOCE ZO ^ :i Cyyi. 
~KA 1^ /M7i A^ e ^ ^ ^^ ^^'^ /^ ^^ ^^ fiJk^&rsps f^p 
cops /VAME OF SOC/AL LBAT>E(l_ 
CharactarJj.atics The reepandants identifying the social leaders 
were also asked to give specific reascms on account of which they 
consider th@n as social leaders* Xn this c(»)nection few 
characteristics were taitatively proposed In tdie schedule and 
the respondents were asked to tell \diich of the proposed 
characteristics they think proper for their idaitified social leader* 
By this above mentioned process six (6) characteristics of 
social leaders have been identified by the resq^ Ksndants and these are 
literacy and education. Relations with offieialSt Influence in 
Govt«» offioeSi good ea^ression, esiperisnoe and urban contacts* 
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The following table presents the character is t ics of identified 
aociel leaders azid the respective percentage of jreapAndants who 
haeve proposed the said character is t ic for a irocial leader* 
TAI3LE m»2t CtlAliACTmH&SlCS OF SOCIAL UUlMRB 
CHAEACi'i^ H-flLirimACY 6iic;UTI®iS4lNFUJiiaiC£$aQOD EXivOEXPERli^ JICKfl URBAN 
I3TICS 8£DUQ\TI0N{ V/IIH 0I2J GOVT. CREJolON fi 0CONTACTS( 
fOFFIClALSOOFFlCKS 
% OF RES-
FONDANTS 91% 
PROPOSING 
37% 35^ 4 3 ^ 32% ^ 
On the oasis of above table a 'Bar diagram* has been drawn by 
plotting characteristics on X«>axi8 and percentage on Y'-axis* This 
diagram present the degree of importance of different characteristics 
of social leaders* 
\l:-
'-i 
,^ 
/.• 
...J 
OZAGRAH No»2t IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT 
CHARACTERISTICS OP SOCIAL LEADERS 
SCAL£l 20% m 1 C*H* 
si a 
//77 
' ' ' • / / • 
I ^ 
I Vl 
0 X-
\3 kl 
I 
X 
W?/] 
-X 
CHf<!lf\cTa^iST/CS 
QimTS''x^lQ UrAIMiS In order to idmtiSy the Charismatic 
leaders the res{>oiidimts were aa^ed certain questlone pertaining 
to tiMlr Inter-famlly or intrft-famlly problems/affairs. They 
\mre also apeclflcally asked to naae those persons to whan they 
would l ike to consult and se#c help from thast* By t h i s process 
sixteen (16) leaders were identified by the reap<mdants under 
the category of Charismatic leadership* | he following table 
preaenta the code naioes of Identified Charlac^tlo leauiers id.th 
the i r respective Identif ication scores* 
TABLE HO.3 I XasmiFlQATim SCORE OF aiARIiMATIC IivAi]eRS 
3.N. 9 CODE HAr€i OF 
LEAIMl 
SCORE S.N, 
coDi:; smm OF 
iM.oms 
SCORE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
KA 
AR 
Mil 
mi 
i'/K 
XA 
Ui 
vSR 
67 
59 
48 
34 
29 
23 
21 
19 
0 ^ 
1 to 
1 ^ 
1 '•s 
1 ^ 1 ^  
1 15 
1 ^ 
HAH 
m 
HH 
^S 
RL 
2H 
MYS 
m 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
16 
15 
uith the help of the above table the degree of p^uljufc^y 
of Oiariamatlc le^^lers can be aasessed* Thereforot the code 
names of leaders have been plotted (8i X«axls end tlielr z^spective 
score on Y««axls and a 'Bar diagram* has been drawn (i31agraia No»3)» 
I I I M I ^ — 
> DIAGRAM No.31 DEGREE OF POPUURITY OF CSHARISMATIC LEADERS 
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COPE NAMa OF LEAPaRS 
CharaotTiat icf l t he cha rac t« r i s t l08 of chariamatio leaders 
were iden t i f i ed by as^.ing fnaa t he rei^pondants ^ y they proposed 
the ziaiBes of said persona* Respoadante were a l so asked to t e l l 
q u a l i t i e s wiiich a t t r a c t e d them to hold theia a s leaders* By 
analysing the responses of t h e i ^ respondents s ix oharac te r i s t i c s* 
viz* impar t ia l judgeaent, Infliience, wealthi power, v i l l a g e r ' s 
favour and itliKiness} of o h a r l a a t i c l eaders have been Iden t i f i ed . 
The followin t ab le shows the characster is t ics of Charismatic 
leaders v;ith the respec t ive pereentage of re;^;}ondant3 who have 
recognised these cha rac t e r i s t i c s* 
TAJLfc N0.4l CiiAfiACTcJllSTlCS OF CfiARlS'lATIC L^AtiSRS 
CHARACTh a^-TlMPAIlTIAL|IHFUJi;iCEj(WMLTH](POWSR \ VILLAGER »Sfi KINENESo 
5TICS K J U D G E M E N T X K X X FAVOUR 
Percentage 1\% 6 ^ 31^5 22% 14% 1% 
The above t ab l e (No«4) p resaa t s the d i a r a o t e r i s t i c s of the 
i den t i f i ed ohariacaatic leaders arad the cha rac t« r i s t i08 of chariaoiatic 
leaders have be«i ploted on X*axis and the percentai:e of 
respaad&tita who have cMiiphaaized on these respective chaz^cteriotlcs 
ori Y-«axis and have dra«tn a 'BarniiagzN&m* (see diagram No*4;« This 
diagram show the degree of lii^ortanoe of different eharacterlst lcs 
of the identified d'mriamatic leaders* 
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RELIGIOUa Wjmmi For the identification of religious leaders 
of the villai^e imder study, the respondants were as^ i^ ed questions 
pertaining to their religious life and mattersp they were also 
atfced to propose t^e name of perscms to whom t^ iey oould consult 
on religious iaatters and to wiKsa they consider the tn» followers 
of their religion* 
:y analysing the responses given by the reapoadants eleven (11) 
persons were identified as religious leaders oZ the village* The 
following table )resents the cod© names of eleven ideaatlfied 
religious leaders and their respective scores* 
rnkfrn 
TMiU. NOoJ IDKNTIFICATIOH .^ CORE OF RELIGIOUS LEAIMIS 
3»N. . CODE H/^ IE OF SCORE S.I CODE NAME OF iiCOriE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
BII 
KA 
i-iMA 
HAH 
AilZ 
48 
43 
30 
21 
21 
20 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
MLT 
m. 
m 
BRS 
2H 
18 
15 
13 
13 
11 
On the basis of the above table (ilo*3) the coae names o£ 
leaders have been plotted on X-axis and tiieir respective scores 
on Y«»axis and a *aar diagram* has been draiAi (diagram Nlo*!^ }* rhis 
bar diagr^ ua show the degree of popularity of the identified 
religious leaders* 
/ 
DXA(mA» l io«5l QBQRfiE OF POPUURITY (HP RELIGIOUS lEASMi3 
-^ 
f6 
4& 
A3 
7/ 
SCO/ZB lo = ICy^^ 
Al i i 
M 
2-0 
/ / / / / / 
IS 
1 ' f I /3 (T, 
5^1- KA Hfyif\ HAH SB AHZ. /»LT 6k. 6N 0/^s Z/V 
XQJ)^ A/AM£ OF /.£AJ>£/^s 
tmi^l^m 
Characreristics the resiHmdants were ai^^^ to t e l l about 
the qual i t ies of tiie peraons to whCKs they oonault regarding their 
re l igious matteTBm On the basis of the respoAsfea isXyf&a by the 
resp«tKiantQ iii tiiia ree^eot, seven characteriijtics o£ rel igious 
leaders have been ident if ied. These t^mractoristlcs are nataely 
Tnuj belief in re l ig ion, sound knowledge re^iardihg the religioua 
Eiatters, Religious education, Seniority iii age, good escpression to 
exi>lain, good ooral character, and kindness* Hie following table 
presents the character is t ics of idoi t i f ied rel igious leaders with 
tlieir respective percenta^^e of respondants who have CRSphaaized on 
thece character is t ics 
TABI^ NO,6 J aL\RACrE. l3TICS OF FlcJaGIOUS LjiADER3 
CHAimCfE-l IJRUi- fiR£LIG»{ RLU OGOOD 0 AUxi flKlMmfc.Uia GOOD 
RI3?ICS OBKUEFClOUa {EDUCATION {CliARAC-isSNIOiaiYfi }i3tPR£S-
:^ OF 
RiiSFONB- 'yC^ i^A k3% k%% 35^ 2C^ i6% 
ANTS 
The degree of importance of different eharactjferlatics of 
identified rel igious leaders i s p r e s e n t s t l i rou^ a *Bar Diaijram*. 
On tiie basis of aixjve table (Table Ho•6), tlie dbiaracteristies 
have been plotted on X«axis and tha respective percentage of 
respondonts on ir«-axis and a bar dlasrsm i s drawn (Diagram I'Jo«6) 
which i s as presaoted below* 
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• POLITIQAL L M i ^ K 3 Tile political leaders have also been 
idsntified by the aa«ua method tlirough v«hlch aocial» charlsoaxic 
and religious leaders were identified* Certain qviestlone were 
asked from the reepondanta and In re^M^nse to these queatlaoe they 
proposed the xmmQs of tnoee persona who were active In political 
affairs of the villaiie. By the analysis of these reaptmses, 
sixjieen (16} political leaders have been Identified* The following 
table (Table No.7) shows the code name of Identified political 
leaders v.»lth their respective identification i^x>res» 
TABLE No,7: IDefriFIGATION dCOaiL OF POLITICAL LDAX>£RS 
LliAiaHS 
3C0aij; f 3,i^'. $ CODS HAi-ii; OF 
LSAf^RS 
QOOKB. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
7A 
AR 
I'lii 
CR 
m 
mi 
lip 
U 
117 
109 
59 
58 
46 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
AJIK 
TA 
BM 
Hi 
HN 
OR 
HK 
43 
29 
28 
27 
27 
26 
25 
25 
-so-
on the basis of abovo table (No* 7) the degree o£ pojailarlty 
of the identified political leaders is presented in a bar diagram* 
The eode names of these leaders are plotted on X**axi8 and their 
respective scores are plotted on Y-axis and the following 
bar diagram (Diagram No A?) exhibit them* 
^ DZAGRAM {io*7l mSRSE OF POPUURITr OF POUTICAL LEADERS 
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Charafctaristios The rei^jondants were also a^ed that iihat 
were those factors which led thna to proi^se the names of theee 
persons as politically active* To faoilitate the respondants 
certain factors %fere pn^poaed * to which they were asked to m!i 
yes or no* 3y this process six Xeotors have oaerged to exhibit 
the characteristics of political leaders* These factors are 
Prosperity, Education, Landoi«nerahip, Family back-, round* Urban 
contacts and Influence In Offices* The following table give the 
details of the characteristics of the identified political leaders 
with the re^ective i>ercentage of respondants who have identified 
• 5 1 -
ttiese cha rac t e r i s t i c s* 
TABLE !I0.8: CilARACTE ISTICS OF m^ POLITICAL UiADSRS 
C.JUUCn'iJi-fiPi^ 3PE-ki)UCATION{LANDOWN-JFAJ4ILy 6URBAK filNFLUlillCE 
ISTICS ORITY fi {SRSHIi- {BACK- }OONTACTS}IN OFFICES 
JGROIMD 
?i OF THE 2T)^  
RE3P0NDANTS 
26% 22% 21% 139^  
On the basis of Tabic No*8 the oharacteristios have been 
plotted on Xx^xis and the percentagfis on Y«exi0» a 'Bar diagram' 
has been drai«n* This bar diagram (Diagram No*8) d w w s the degree 
of iB^portance of oharacteristios of political leaders* 
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DIAGRAM No«8s ZHPC9RTANCE OF DIFFERENT CHARACTlsRISTICS 
OP POUTICAL LEADERS. 
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On the bas is of the aoove mentioned methods the leaders of the 
v i l l age \joAmc study have been ident i f ied* In a l l f i f t e « i (15) 
•32» 
social leaders, sixteen (16) chariaraatic leaders, eleven (11) 
religious leaders, and sixteen (16) political leaders, have been 
identified by the respondants. The total number of leaders 
identified by this procedure is thirty two (32)• This is because 
several persons have been Identified imder more than one category 
of leadership. Out of these thirty two (32) identified leaders 
only one (1) has been identified under all the four categories* 
Apart fSrom it eight (8) persons have been identified under three 
of the four categories of leadership. Seven (7) persons have been 
identified under t^ «o categories and sixteen (16) perecms have 
been identified in only <sie category of leadersMp. The following 
table presents the oode name of all 32 leaders and their scores in 
detail. 
TABLE N0.9» IIJENTIFIGATION OF SCORE OF ALL LEADERS UNaBR 
DlFFi:iREfiT CATAC30RIES. 
S.N, XCOUElSOCIALJCiiARIiiMyaEUGIOUS 
fNAl'lEILEAIMiXLEADER XLEADER iPOLITieALX TOTAL LEADER K SCOB£ mmEK OF CATSOORIES 
1 , 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
2 . 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
4i; 
AR 
m 
HAH 
Dii 
LH 
HFI 
LA 
^OR ^ 
CR 
BP 
m 
WK 
AHK 
:i.PS 
7H 
.143. 
71 
128 
96 
71 
62 
52 
46 
46 
50 
59 
48 
18 
34 
21 
18 
23 
.12 
43. 
29 
«• 
18 
17 
21 
48 
11 
109 
59 
-
27 
49 
46 
44 
J2 - . 
58 
44 
27 
43 
29 
239 
235 
135 
132 
132 
116 
113 
36 
104 
102 
75 
72 
68 
52 
POUR 
THREE 
TWO 
28 
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TABLE N 0 , 9 (CONTINUED) 
S«N* § CODE QSOCIALfOURM. { R E L I G I O U S O P O U T I C A L ( TOTAL 
HAME OLE J^QEROLirJiOgEli l£Mm 0 LEAI^R 0 J^COHE immR OF CATEGORIES 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
PBT 
I ^ ^ 
RP 
TA 
RN 
m 
SB 
AHZ 
MLT 
Ml 
RL 
MYS 
m 
SK 
Hi 
BRS 
TOTAL 
NO. OF 
IDEWTIFIED 
LEAI^RS 
38 
tm 
30 
-
-
-
-
-
• 
tm 
tm 
•» 
-
<m 
• 
-
15 
-
-
. 
«• 
•» 
• 
• 
-
• 
18 
17 
16 
15 
w 
-
4 » 
16 
«• 
30 
-
m 
<m 
m 
21 
20 
18 
«• 
«» 
«• 
-
15 
13 
13 
11 
<m 
m> 
• 
2B 
26 
25 
-
• • 
•» 
•* 
<• 
«» 
«» 
<•» 
-
-
16 
30 
30 
30 
2B 
26 
25 
21 
20 
18 
18 
17 
16 
15 
15 
13 
13 
32 
ONE 
f^D the abov« table (l«e« TalxLo No«9) i t I s ol«ar tiiat owr a l l 
thirty two (32) leaders have been IdentUTled by the re^pendaats of the 
- 5 ^ 
vil3Jige undor study* Apart Irom thaae thirty two (32) IdmxtltiM 
leaders* five (3) others l^ere also inclUiied In tlie list of the 
village leaciers* mese five (5) persons are holding poata in the 
village penohayat &ad have thus got fonaal power. So these 
five (5) are purely formal leaders enjoying no public styiport* 
Since, these five (3) persons d M not get suffioi«i:t identificatimi 
soore, tiiey have not been included in the list of identified 
lead®:*s« Thereftve, the total xftiaber of leaders found in the 
village under stiady is thirty seven (37)• A detailed study of these 
thirty seven (37) leaders is presented in 1 ^ next ohapter* 
On the basis of above stated findings ve can tentatively 
suggest that in Mirapur (i«e« the village uodea* study) the 
follmring characteristics are playing ioportant role in the 
«aergenoe of both formal and inforinal leadershipi 
1. Literacy and Education 2* Ziq^artial Judgement 
3* Influence in village #• Good Ejqxression 
5* irue beUef in reUgion 6« Religious knowledge 
7« Influence in Govt* Ofxices 
8* Religious Education 9« Ck>od character 
10* Relationa \«ith officials 11* Age Seniority 
12* Experience 13. Wealth 
14» Kindness 15. Proiii>erity 
16* Landowner ship t7» Pov^ er 
18. Urban Contacts 19. F^ uaily background 
20# Villager*a favour» 
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CHAPTER 5 
CHANGING PATTERN OF LSADEBSHIP 
n » main aim of the xureaent Investigation is to study the 
oh£ffliging pattern of leadership in Mirapur viUaget District 
Barabanki, This study has been conducted by coiq^aring the 
traits or qualities of the old leaders with new leaders. In 
the present study in all thirty seven (37) leaders were 
identified and out of these thirty seven (37) leaders, thirty 
two (32) were identified by oomoon public of the village under 
study and the remaining five (5) leaders, were though not 
identified by them as active leaders but are having formal 
powers in village panchayat. Since these five (5) persons hold 
formal powers they are only foxiaal leaders and therefore they 
have also been Included In the study under the category of 
tormal leaders* 
In order to study the patterns of old leadership i.e. the 
rural leadership during pre-independanoe period, the investigator 
has also undertaken informal interviews from twenty (20) 
elderly persons of the village under study as there is no 
authfflitic or dooum^itry evidence available for the old patterns 
of leadership The persons of 55 years of age and above were 
asked to give some idea about the leadership pattern in ths 
village during pro-independence period. Thus these Informal 
m^$m 
interviews £rom the elderly persons of the village about the 
old patterns as given by them proved ui^ful in a>G[^aring the 
old and new leadership patterns* 
The new leadership patterns have been studied by 
collecting relevant informations from the identified leaders, 
who were placed under the category of new leaders, with the 
help of a questionnaire. A ooisi|)arative study of the old and 
new pattern was ccmducted and on the basis of this comparison 
the changing patterns of leadership have been studied* 
In order to study the ehaxiges in the patterns of leader ship, 
informations were collected regarding the personal informations 
of the leadersf their contacts mitsi e the villagei their 
attitude tenmrdQ education; their social and political 
background and awareness| their personal abilities or 
qualities and also their attitude towards politics in gmieral. 
On the basis of these, elderly persons w^re asked to throw 
some light on the pre-»ind^;mndenoe trends of rural leadership 
of the village under atiwiy. In order to stucj^ the traits car 
qualities of z^w leadership a (|uestionnaire was adioiiiistored 
on the ide»ntified leaders* 
paiaomL iNFORmxioHs 
the pattern of old and new leadership were studied and 
analysed on the basis of the following informations collected 
from identified leaders* 
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Aga S ^ and Marital S1»tuat> tbs age range of the Identified 
leaders In the present study varies from 26 years to 30 years* 
The following table present the age^ i^fise distrllsutlon of 
thirty seven (37) identified leaders, 
TABLE No.l t AGE RANGE OF IDQiTIFIED LEADERS 
AGE RAmE m 
YEARS 
MID POIHT (X) 
IN YEARS 
FRECaJENCY ( f ) fi VALUE OF fie 
26-36 
37-47 
48-»58 
59-69 
70-80 
3t 
ii2 
53 
64 
75 
14 
7 
9 
3 
4 
434 
294 
477 
192 
300 
TOTAL N o 37 §:f5o.l697 
The average age X 
X 
n 
1697 
37 
Therefore, X » 45«a6 years* 
Hence the average age of the Identified leaders Is 45*86 years 
#^hloii is nearly 46 years* 
«3e3-> 
The follov/ing t ab l e present the average age, sex and 
mar i t a l s t a tus of the iden t i f i ed leaders* 
TABLE No.2 I AGE, SEX, AJID ilAillTAL STATUS OF IDENTIFIKD 
LliiADERS, 
A V E R A O E j j _ _ _ i f [ I MARITAL STATUS i ^ ^ 
^^^ ^ M ^ I ^^^ I HARRIED f UNMARRIED | S S s ^ * " 
(1 i! n I ft I t li ^ 
k6 YEARS 37 lOOJt Zero 096 34 91.936 3 9.t?6 37 
The above table reveal that the average age of identified 
leaders is 46 years wh€a^ as before indep^cidenoe, as infonoed 
\3y elderly persons of the village, a person who had attained the 
age of 55 or 60 years used to hold h i ^ respect and positicm* 
Persons of this age or laore yg&re only coaaldered as the l^iders 
of the eoQimunity, This indicates that a shift is occurizig in 
the patterns of leadership as far as the age of leaders is 
concerned* 
Thus, it oan be ocmoluded that in the present esa perscms 
belonglns to the younger age group aspire and achieve 
leadership in the rural areas wiiich was not found in the 
re-indepencience p^^iod* It can also be inferred that on 
ac Dunt of the energy to %«ork, high ambition to .Iraprove the 
policies of different political parties and the administrative 
policies of the gover-nment to encourage youths for the 
in5)leiaentaticHi of community developraent prograajiues etc, the 
younger age group is achieving leadership* 
The table further reveal that there are 100^ males in the 
identified leaders which clearly Indicate that in rural society 
feraalos are coiopletely detached from political participation or 
leadership. It can thus be inferred that no change has taken 
place in rural society as far as the leadership aracmg f^aalos 
is conoemed. In the same way a majority of identified leaders 
(nearly 92%) is that of married persons and only &^ are 
bachelors* So, on the basis of marital status also no change 
has taken place in leadersliip pattern because generally the 
old leaders v/ere also raarried people, as told by the elders 
of the village. 
R^Ufrkqn ym^<^mmm^'' "^^^ fondling table preset the 
religion and vama/oommiinity of the identified leaders* 
TABLE No.3» RELIGION, VAR!lA/COIt>iUNITY OF XDOJTIFIKD LEADERS 
REUGION,VmmX/CQB'TJ^UY jj NUMBER $ KRCiiWTAGE 
R.::UGION Hindu 16 43.249& Muslin 21 56* 7696 
VARNA 
Total 37 100^ 
Brahmin 3 31*23^ 
Kahatriya 1 6.25% 
3udra 6 37.5096 
Harijan 4 259^  
Total 16 10C3J6 
TABLh; No,3 t (Continued) 
RiiLiuiow, VAHMA/ ccmimiiTi h mimm 5 PEr<CxJiTAG£ 
Syed (all 3hia) 11 52,3a6 
CO.^lUNITY aietkh (aU Sunn! ) 2 9.53?i 
Pathan (all Sumxi) 8 33«09% 
TOTAL 21 lOOei 
The above table Indicate that 43.24^ identified leaders are 
Hindus. Among Hindus, the identified leader belong to the 
three traditional Varnas i«e« firahminst Kahatriya and Sudra and 
also untouchables* A majority of 36*76^ identified leaders are 
I<%islim belonging to Syedt Sheikh and Patlian sects* 
The village under study before independence was under the 
Zamindari of ^J,a Muslims (i^eds). Hence in old system only 
ShXa Muslims and a few Brahmins were regarded as rural elite. 
As told by the elders of the village neither the lovrer caste 
Hindus or llarijans nor ^ eiKhs or Pathans were h&lding any 
social or political positions* 
On tiie baais of the above informations it can be concluded 
tfiat the leadersiUp pattern is in tiie process of chaage* Before 
indepenaence liuaHms (3hias & Syed) used to dominate in the 
village* ijut sat after independence with the abolition of 
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Zaralndari ^stem and the introduction of oosamanity develoiMDent 
progreunme and Pandtiayati Raj ^stem lae notice that the lower 
caste liindus and Harijans have also succeeded in achieving 
leader^lip position to a ocmsiderable extcoit and also nc»>*^red 
l^slims apeoially Pathans have also iRiooeeded in aohievixig 
leadership positions* The traditionally strong and dominant 
Syeds and Brahmins are loosing their leadership positicms to 
some «Kta:it due to their lesser nun^rical strength in the 
village as coi!;>ared to the lower caste Hindus and Harijans and 
ncm^syeds \«ho constitute a greater numerical strength* 
Literacy and Muoaticn The following tables present the 
rate of litei^acy and educaticm of the identified leaders* 
TABLE No* 4 I LITISRACY AW KDUCATION OF lUi^TIFl^ ISMMiS 
LITERACY 
Number 
L i t e r a t e 37 
I l l i t e r a t e Zero 
TOTAL 37 
t % 
10C3P6 
096 
lOOJi 
0 £DaCATXC»l 
X NumlMsr 
Educated 13 
Uneducated 24 
TOTAL 37 
1 % 
3 5 . 1 - ^ 
64.87^ 
1009( 
The above table reveal that 1009^  identified leaders are 
literate. Under the category of literates those persons have 
been included who have passed high school, intermediate or 
graduationa as woll as those who have not passed any such formal 
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examlnatlcoi but can read and write to some ext&nt according 
to need* 
There are 33*19% Identified leaders who are educated* 
Persons who have atleast passed matriculation examination have 
be^i regarded as educated persons because in rural society a 
ma^ioulate is considered to be an educated person* Rest 
64*87% leaders are those who are not even high school have been 
placed under the category o£ uneducated* The following table 
show the standard of education of identified leaders with their 
age range and average ages* 
TABLE No»5 J STANDARD OF EDUCATION OF IDENTIFIED LfcADKRS 
STANDARD OF EDUJATION fi NUMBER 
OF 
LSADERSC 
AGE RANGE 
OF 
UBADERS 
AV£HAGE AGE 
OF 
High School 
Intermediate 
Graduation 
TOTAL 
Uneducated 
GRidiD TOTAL 
6 
4 
3 
13 
24 
37 
16*22% 
10«8C9( 
8.11% 
35.13% 
64.87% 
100% 
26-60 
27-38 
27-35 
26-60 
26-80 
26-80 
42 years 
32<!a5 Years 
30A3 Yean 
36.30 Years 
50.12 Years 
46 Years 
•••c3** 
The ataovQ table show that I6»22i^ identified leaders have 
passed matriculation and their average age is 42 yearst 10«3^ 
leaders have passed intennediate and their average age is 
32*23 years* and 8«11^ leaders are graduates and their average 
age is 30*13 years* the pa:*o®atage of uneducated loaders is 
64*87^ and their average age is 30*12 years* 
From the above data it is evident that average age of 
graduates is lowest and that of laatriculates is highest among 
the educated leaders* It shows that the youth leaders are 
coQ^aratively loore educated and they have achieved leadership 
position because of their eduoationeil standards* The table 
further reveal that average age of educated leaders is 36*30 
years and that of laieduoated loaders is 30*12 years* This 
indicate that uneducated leaders aohioved le^ership position 
because of their seniority of age and younger leaders because 
of their educaticmal status beaides other factors* 
In the old leadership pattern* as informed by the elders 
of the viHa^e, literacy had lesser iiiq;>ortance for leadership 
as oompared to other factors* The rate of literacy among the 
leaders of pre-indep^idence period v^s negligible* 
It can* therefore* be oo&oludeA that the importance of 
literacy and education as a determinant of leadership has 
gained more ia?)ortance among new leadership pattern in thXa 
period* The literates have better chanoes to achieve lecuiership 
position in rural society and those leaders who have got 
college and University education are given more ree^ject than the 
mSi^ 
uneducated leaders* This Is slniply because the ruralltes 
expect that literates arid specially educated persons are eaqpected 
a effectively 
to be more capable in discharging various duties and Jteictions more/ 
in the villas, than the illiterates and uneducated* 
i£3mmsa.MSm ^ e ^wken language of the village under 
study* is Hindustani (a mixture of Hindi and Urdu)* l^slims 
use more Ordu words is»hile iiindus more Hindi words in their 
routine life* rhe following table show the languages knonn to 
tile identified leaders witli their respective nuriber and 
percentage* 
TABLE No*6 : LANGUAGES KNOiVN BY UMiTlFim UiXDERS 
LANGUAGES VMMi ! UUfEMi J % 
Only Urdu 
Only Hindi 
Hindi and Urdu 
Hindi and i ^ l i s h 
Urdu and Englijdi 
Hindi, Urdu and littgliah 
TOTAL 37 10C396 
Here languages known by a l e a d e r s i c k l y mean t h a t he can 
readt wri te and speak in tha t language* But as fa r a s i i ^ l i s i i 
i s concerned there a re a fev leaders %4io can only read and write 
11 
6 
4 
7 
0 
9 
29*73% 
16*2296 
10*80^ 
18*92?6 
(M 
2 4 . 3 ^ 
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but can*t ^eak while only two (2) leaders can occasslonally 
speak Bnglish rather £t>eely» 
The above table show that there are 29*73^ leaders who 
know Urdu only and 16.22'}^  iofiow <Mily Hindi. There are 10.80i4 
leaders wiio imow both Hindi and Urdu while 1B«92';^  leadsrs know 
Hindi and mgliah but there is none under the combination of 
Urdu and i^nglish* The pereentage of leaders wiio know all the 
three langiiages i.e. HiMi i:::ngli8h and Urdu is 24«33)^« 
The percentage of leaders knowing the combination of Urdu and 
iiinslish olcme is zero sin?>ly because English is known to those 
leaders who hpve gone for CoUese education and thoa having 
college education ooiapulaorily know Hindi. Thus Jtosliias wiio 
are educated know all the three languages Urdu Hindi and tlnglish* 
TlK>se ilusliiTts who have got the certificate of primary school 
know Hindi and Urdu and uneducated ^slim loaders i^ io had never 
been to any school know only Urdu* 
As infonaed by the elders* in the old leadership patterns, 
majority of leaders knew wily Urdu and they gave two reasons 
of it- firstly, durini5 the pre-independence period Urdu was 
one of the most favourite langimge in North Izulia and at the 
same tiiae Urdu had been the Official language specially in Couz>ts* 
Secondly, the old leaders of the village under study who come 
from '^amindar families were !4uslim8 and their mother tongue was 
Urdu. Therefore, it can be Inferred that old leaders were raore 
interested in leaz:iaing Urdu and not iOeiglish or Hindi, iioreover 
there was no adequate provision for I^ i^gliah and Hindi education 
as no school or college \^8 available in the village itself and 
not even in neighboiyring villages as well* 
On the basis of above data it can be concluided that in 
new leadership pattern Hindi and English as a language are 
gaining laore popularity and inportance among the new leaders. 
This is because after indepenua^ce non«rf^slim have also 
achieved the leaderahip position whose mother ton^e is Hindi} 
and the extent of education which \^s neglegible in old pattern 
of leadership is now having consider-'bly liijjher percentage 
aiaong the nmi; leaders. 
Pl'fTliil^Y -^ '^ ructure The foUowinl; table pres^it the status 
of leaders in their respective families, the type of their family 
and the average size of the family of the id^atified leeuiers. 
TABLE Ko.7 I FAMILY iSTRUCTURE OF lUQiXIFIKD LEAiMlS 
FAMILY STATUS FAMILY TYPE SIZE OF FAMILY 
STATUS fiNUI-©Bi^( TYPE SHUI-UERC % 
Head of 
the 
family 31 
Ordinary 
Members 6 
83.78J< Joint 
family 
Nuclear 
16#22% family 
23 62.16?6 Number of leaders 37 
14 37»84% Total No» of family 
members 296 
Average size of 
family 3 
TOTAL 37 100^ TOTAL 37 100?6 
u 
The above table show that a ua^Jorlty of leaders 83«78?6 are 
heads of their families and rest 16»22:^ are ordinary members. 
Also majority of identified leaders (62.16:^) belong to the 
joint family oyatem and rest (37.8^^) belong to the nuclear 
families. The average size of the family of identified leaders 
is eight (8) persons only* 
In the pre-indepeaidsnce period as told by the letters, in 
the village under study to e head of the family was not 
consideration for leader^d.p rather persons belonging to the 
hi£jher families (froiri economic and social viewpoint) were 
enjoying leadership position and each individual Zamindar 
family produced several loaders for the village out of which only 
one could have be<m the head of the family* Since the nuclear 
fai:iilies were non^^^ocistent in the rural society during I^iti^ 
rule, all the leaders camiQ from the Joint families* 
Ihe average size of the family of identified leaders is 
8 persons, i'he elders of tiie village informed the investigator 
that the avetrage size of tiie family has now reduced considerably 
as in the pre-lndependwice period it used to be twenty (20) 
persons pei faraily. This tiiey attributed due to various z*easons 
lilce Job opportifliities outside tiie vil3Lage, fsaaily partition, 
greater number of nuclear families ami independent occupations elc* 
Gccuoation The occupation of the identified leaders have 
boon categorized into naln and subsidiary occupations. This 
categorisation is imde because often tlie nxralites are found 
mtoii^ 
enga^^ed in two or n»re Jobs at a time to earn more for their 
livelihood. The broad categories of main aiKi subsidiary 
occupatiorx of tho leaders are agricultwe, twainess, service 
and labour. The following- table gives the occupations of the 
identified leaders and of their father. 
TABLii No.a i OCCUPATIOil OF liMITIPIED LEADERS AND TIIEIR FAIHliRS 
0CCUPA21...O I ^^ ^^  Ot^PaxIU^^o OF L T I O N OF UihDSRH* 
i. -  I ' No. X % I IJo. t % 
No. 
Agriculture 28 75.69% 31 83.8096 9 24.3 c^'S 
Business 4 10.80^ 1 2.70^ 3 3.ia}5 
service 5 13.51?^ 2 5.40^ 3 0.10^ 
Labour 0 C356 3 8»1C^ 1 2.706 
TOTAL 37 10C9< 37 100?6 t6 43.P2^6 
The ajove table show that a majority of 73.69:Jb identified 
leaders arc engaged in agricailture, 10.80^ leaders are raga^ed in 
buslaess and 13.51% are doin^ services. No one i s engaged in 
labour vjor as his laain occi^ation. Father of 33*8^^ leaders had 
asricul iure as the i r saaln occupationy 2.7% of them \tfere enga(^ed 
in business, 5.4% of them \irere in service and re s t B.l(M leaders* 
father hsoi, labour as the . r raaln occupation. 
* Eather of not even a single leader was having any subsidiar;^^ 
occupation therefore subaldiary occupation of leader ' s father 
i s not oaitloned. 
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Among the total identified leaders 43.24% are alao engaged 
In subsidiary occupations besides their laain occupations. 
Categorically 75»69^ identified leaders are engaged in agriculture 
as their main occupation and 24.315'^  oi them are also havine 
agriculture as their subsidiary occi^ati<m# The main occupation 
o£ iOmbO^ identified leaders is business isrhile it is also 
a subsidiary oca^ation of 8#10?^  of identified leaders. 
Purtherraore, 13»:^ 1^  identified leaders are having services as 
their uiai^i occupation and 8»ia^ leaders have service as their 
subsidiary occupation* Uo one do labour «i»rk as the laaln 
occupation while 2»7C^ identified leaciers do it as their subsidiary 
occupatioX, Father of not even a single leader had subsidiary 
occupation* 
In tije old leadership pattern, ^ ecially in the village 
under study where -^ amindari system prevailed during British rule, 
the leaders used to belong to the ^ a^roindar fiamAlies. Therefore 
all of them \i&r^ having agriculture as their toain occupation* 
As told by elders, the system of having a subsidiary occupation 
among leaders and even among ocMKaon public was not preval^it in 
the village* Tiiis i£> also clear from the above table which show 
that no father of identified leader had any subsidiary occupation* 
The aoove table also reveal that though majority of identified 
ai*e 
leaders^ engaged in agriculture as their main occupaticm but perscms 
aagaged in otiier occupations are also aciilevijig leadership poaltion-
v/hich was not coiafflonly seen in old leadership pattern. Persons 
engaged in two occupaticHnts» doing one as main and the other as 
m/fQm 
subsldiaryu are alao ge t t ing chaswses of achieving leadership* 
The plausible reasons of decl ine in the pasroeaxtage of leaders 
engaged in agrimilt t i re trom old to new pa t t e i t i , i s t h a t axxn» 
/.amindors families; have a l so succeeded in achlevins leadership 
pos i t ion In recent yea r s , as a r e s u l t of t h e i r econonic pro;^perity, 
denjoi^raphic s t rength , iiavin[^ snosldiciry occxjpation 'cesides t l ie l r 
main occupaticMis e t c , liaprove the chances of n perron to earn 
non? and irmrc^o t h e i r coonoiAc rtond'.tior:-. Bi i s i s the reason 
t h a t i r tVio ne\7 Icrr^derdiip pa t t e rn a ccnsi ierablo nutiber of 
l eaders liave Loth miiin end subsidiary occtroatlon. 
I t can, therefOT-e, !:« concltMed tha t araong new leaderr* the 
in tercsL i s , to some ex ten t , sh i f t ing from agr iou l tu re towards 
b u d n e s s and se rv ice , as giveu in tlie t a b l e No.e wliich clGarly 
revee l tha t approximately Z^¥^ Isodera have shif ted from agr icu l tu re 
t o other occL5)ations# 
i^onomic s t a t u s ao^ laodoyoierdblD Ttm i den t i f i ed lead^:>s 
were aslciid to t e l l f5rankly whidi of the four oconoralc c lasses 
do they belong, ?ho c l a s ses v;ore i?)]>er d o s s ( r i c h ) , upper 
middle c l a s s , l o \ ^ r middle c l a s s and lower c l a s s (pooi')» '-^ h^e 
followiag tab le present tiie eccnotiic s t a t u s of tiie ideaitified leaders* 
ECOWUlVilC STATUS t^SPQ^dc^S OF LEADMiS 
MmMH 
mim^a T PiaCfiKXAGS 
Upper Class ( r i ch ) 
Upper laiddle c l a s s 
Hewer middle c l a s s 
Lower c l a s s (poor) 
5 
11 
Zero 
8.1096 
6 2 , 1 ^ 
29*72% 
0^ 
TOTAL 37 100" 
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Minifflum land owned toy a leader 1 Mfi^ (Pukka) 
Maxlfflum land owned by a leader 67 bigba (Pukka) 
Total No. of idfflatlfied leaders 37 
Total land owned by the leaders 333 bigha (Pukka) 
Therefore airerage land owied by ^.-tal land oioied by leai 
m identified leader 
Ho* of leaders 
3jJ« 9 
Average land omed by identified leaders • 9 Bigha (Pukrj 
The above table show that only 8*1^ leaders belong to m^per 
class. A iiia;}ority of i»e« 62*18^ leaders ooae trom uppw middle 
and 29*72< fToa the lover siiddle olass* None of the leader Gone 
from the lower eocatooic class* 
The economic status in pre»indep«[idenoe periodf has been 
an ia|>ortant determinant of power in rural society* Zemindars 
vfho used to belong to ^ pper class had almost a oooplete domination 
over rural polity* Thus the old leaders vd30 were riohy in the 
village under study used to hold coa^lete power and influenoe* 
In the old pattern* th»^fore» cmly those en^yed leadership 
positicms who belonged to i^er economic strata* 
From the above discusaicm it can be concluded that in 
pre»indepa^enoe period only ^^poaperoua persons and those having 
large area of land imder their control were enjoying leadership 
position* But In the present leadership pattern we notice that 
parsons belcmging to middle e(K>nomioolass are succeeding in 
achieving leader sliip positions and landowner ship aXcne is no more 
^ 5? ^ le Village under study the land is measured in terms of 
bigha (Pukka and Kachoha). 'P^ Pukka bigha ia nearly eoual to 
one acre* 
"'JC.''* 
an iisportant determiziant of leadership* Thusf after Independence 
and with the Introduction and lo^l^Bentatlon of Panohayatl Ra;} 
and %flth the abolition of Zaoindari system besides other factorst 
have giv^i rise to such a situation that the middle class 
persons are graduaUsr coming M^ to hold isr^ortant positions in 
the villages* 
The process of democratization of rural polity and the 
implementation of new developmental pi*o ,rams» after the 
establishment of Psnchayati Ra;}, have brought such a change 
in the rural leadership patten that most of the landlords 
and yxsfp^T class people are loosing their power and influence 
and the middle class and mm-landowners class, is suocees^iUy 
rising \xg and is achieving leadership position and is gaining 
power and influoaice* 
^ ' ^ i M ffly^ Anliimli "m^rff^Ur ^ o^^er to determine the 
degree of modernity and pro^^erity, the identified leaders 
were asked to write the machines and animals which they 
possess* the following; table show the ownership of 
machines of identified leaders* 
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TABlii NO. to t ID£2«TIPIED liuABER'S OiVNERSHIP ( ) 
S»N* 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
NAME OF MACHDIE 
Bloycle 
Wrls-t>watGh 
Table watch 
Transistor 
Gun 
Motor oycle 
Tractor 
Tube Well 
Truck/Motor bus 
1 Uu/iDERS 
\ NUMBER 
31 
a? 
5 
15 
1 
2 
1 
13 
1 
WHO om 
\ 
% 
83.78^ 
72,97Ji 
13#51$6 
4 0 , 5 ^ 
2.7% 
5.4?6 
2.7% 
35.13% 
2.7% 
It Is evident from the above table t^t a najority 
83.7^ and 72.97% Identified leaders possess the bicycle and 
wist watch re^ectively. A ocmsiderable percentage of 40.5^ 
and 33.13% leaders own Transistor and tube well re^eotively. 
Only 13.51% leaders have Table-watch. The percentage of the 
owners of gun, motor cyclot tractor and truols/bus is neglegible, 
Out of the above mentioned machines the tube-«well is OMBed 
fay one third of the identified leaderSf which is a sign of 
having suffiei^it area of land for cultivation. Since only a 
single identified leader has got a tractor, it is clear that 
only he has got large area of land for cultivation. One leader 
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who own Truck/motor bus, ean^s £P(m it and it is a sign of 
pro^eri^ for him. 
In pre*ixid6p^ad«ioe period the tillage under study vas very 
backward and poor* hoioe ruralites were not having iteos like 
wrist watch, table watcdi, motor cycle, tube well and transistor 
etc. So in the village the old leaders did not own any of the 
above mentioned things eace^t bicycle (-irtiich was not uncoanion), aw 
gun by the ^ amindars which was a symbol of status and prestige 
for -^esi. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that items or things wiiich 
were regarded as luxaries during pre<»independence period have 
become a necessity for new leaders at the present time. She item/ 
things with which the old leaders were not even familiar e«g, 
transistor and Wrist watch etc, are now owied by a considerable 
number of leaders. This siKW the degree of a^ f^f'sx^ ss <xi the part 
of new leaders about modern machine, and also the degree of 
prospwlty for them. 
The following table present the oimership of animals by the 
identified leaders, 
TABLE No, 11 8 ANIMAL OmmmXP OF UDENTIFIiiD liiADERS 
ITEMS 1 RESPONSES 
NO. OF LB4DERSX % ITOTAL NO, OFX Average 
WHO 0 ^ X XCATTLE i No, Of 
iomW X ANIMAL 
MUM Goat 10 27*029( 
Bull 25 67*56ii 
Baffalow 13 40.54^ 
Cow 15 40,5456 
Horse 1 2,7% 
34 
57 
19 
20 
4 
3.4 
2^3 
1.2 
1.3 no 
TbB above table show that only tO iclentitied leaders 
(i.e# 27«025i) oym, goat but in all those 10 Identified leaders 
own 34 goats. Only 25 leaders (i*e» 67«56^) own biills and 
total msabers of bulls owied W these 23 leaders is 57» 
Fifteen (15) leaders (i.e. 40.54^; owa nineteen baffalmys 
and also caily fifteen leaders (i.e. 40*54) have cows-whose total 
number is tu^ity (20). Only a single identified leader has a 
hor&u The table further reveal that average number of goats 
oMied by 10 loaders is 3.4} average number of bull oiaied by 
25 leaders is 2.31 average mmhor of baffalowa and cows owned 
by fifteen (15) leaders is 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. 
In pre-indepeaidMice period the -i^ a^ialndarSf i«ho were leaders 
of the village under study, also used to own large number of 
catties. The elderly persons of the village told that in the 
house of each Zomlndm:' five to six servants u £ ^ to be kept 
only to take care of the catties. Horse ims also used to be 
possessed Ify each Old leader &a/l was used for going to the 
neighbouring villages and towns. Big larKilords also used to 
keep elephant and it was a s^ pobol ot great prestige for them. 
It is further clear that during tl^ presi:nt ci a Urn interest 
for keeping catties has also declined among the new leaders. 
Formal Power The ce^acity of a person to do soraethiag for 
others because of holding a post in any organization, is what 
we call as fonaal power. In the present leadership pattern, 
persons having formal powrn* hold leadership position but a few 
others wfao do not Jtold such power also achieve leadership .xjsition 
^9 t ^^ M"" 
in village ooiisounity. The foUoving table prescmta the 
muaber and pe]!*centage of identified leadwrs vho hold and uho 
do not hold formal po\^r&« 
TABLE No. 12 I FORMAL POWER OF IDENTIFIED U^ADERS 
ITM^IS RESPONSES 
pimm'^ r ¥ 
Leauera having fojrmal pov^ers 18 48*6^ 
Leaders having no formal powers 19 5^»3J% 
TOIkL 37 lOQIi 
The above table reveal that aa^ority of the identified 
leaders (31*33^) do not possess formal powers* It is also 
evident that amcmg new leaders a fairly good niaaber (i*e« 19) 
of them do not hold post in any of the village organization. 
In pre-indepesidence period only those persons were 
enjoying leadership v^ io nold some postf in any of the village 
organi:!ation« In the village under s1»dyy as has beai told 
by the elders* in the old leadership pattern only formal power 
holders enjoyed leadership. In-fonual leadaraliip \^ as totally 
absent in ti^ old pattern. 
It may be inferred that the importance of formal powers 
has also declined in the new leadership patterns. The 
perc^itage of Infomaal leaders (i.e. non holders of formal po'^ rers) 
^rt^ 
was nes-legible in old leadership pattern while this percentage 
In the new pattern has Increased considerably {5^*3TM)• 
Therefore, power holding, Is now no laore a necessary or very 
in^ortant factor for leadership In the new pattern \'ihlch \afas 
slgalfloantly infjortant In old patt«ii» 
CONTACT Om,im THE VIUAg^ 
The contact of the Identified leaders outside the village 
haa been measured in terms of their relations In urban areas, 
tiieir visits for urban areas and their awakaidng and knowledge 
about the affairs at district state and naticmal levels 
throtigh atedia of maas oonmmlcation like r^lio and newspaper etc. 
The following table show the cotacts of the id«itified 
leaders outside the village in the form of their relations in 
urban areas, their residanoe in cities, BDA their habits of 
listening to radio and reading of newiq^pers, 
TABLE 110.13 t CC3OTACTS OF IDEt^TIFIED LEADiOlS OUTSIDE THE 
VILI*\GE 
S.NXl( ITEMS I BJ^immm^ 
1 Leaders having relatives in cities 
2 Leaders having relatives in service 
3 Leaders who UveAln cities 
4 Leaders listening radio 
3 Leaders reading newapa^r 
28 
15 
17 
22 
20 
'/5#69?t 
67.56?S 
45.9496 
59*46% 
54.r/5?6 
The above tabid^iahow that 7!S#§9?S leaders have relatives in 
cities and relatives o^ 67«$^ leadfe^s are engaged in services 
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in urban areas. 45.9^% leaders had be&a. in cities and 59.46% 
and 54.05?^ leaders are in the habit of listening radio and 
new^aper reading* On an average 60*34% identified leaders 
have got contacts outside the village thrwigh their relatives, 
friends, radio md newspaper etc. It is, therefore, clear 
that a oa^rity of identified leaders are maintaining outside 
contacts* 
In the old leadership pattern the leaders had very less 
or no contacts outside the village* According to the elders 
of the village, in the earlier times there vrere a few persons 
also who during their life titae did not see any toum or city* 
AxKjng old leaders, therefore, the contacts outside the village 
were very noisinal or restricted* 
From the above data it can be ooacliadod that at present 
a person having more contacts outside the village has more 
chances to occupy leadership position* While it was not so 
significantly important in the old leadership patterns. The 
importance of outside contacts has increased considerably 
for achieving leadership position in the rural society. 
The outside contact of the villagers were also o^asured 
in terms of the visits undertaken by the leaders of the towns 
and cities. The following table present the number of visits 
undertaken by the id«itified leaders. 
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TABLE No« l4 t VISITS UNDERTAKIW 3Y IIMSNTIFIED UEADERS 
S.No.i ITEMS RSS^ONSiiS 
m o . OF XTOTAL X AVERAGE 
(Lfc^ADiSRSpO. OFX NO. OF 
VISITS! VISITS. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Monthly visits of Tehsil tovn 
Monthly visits of district 
headquarter 
Visits of block in the last 
two incmths 
Visit of Tehsil toitm in 
last two nxmths 
Visit of city in last two 
months 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
98 
104 
66 
131 
136 
2.64 
2.81 
n78 
3.51 
3.67 
The above table reveal that identified leaders on an 
avfflr'age visit^ 2.64 tiiaes to Tehsil to«ai and 2.81 tioes to 
district headquarter. The identified leader Itirtheroore on 
an average visited 1.78 tiiMs to Block, 3.31 tiiaes to the 
Tehsil and 3.67 times to the city in last two months. 
It can also be inferred that on an average the identified 
leaders visit Tehsil and district headquarter 5»45 tiioes per 
month. In the same way the identified leaders cm an average 
visited nearly 9.26 times^ for the Block, Tehsil towi and 
district headquarter in last two months* So on an average the 
identified leaders visit at least once a week to the 
neighbouring towns. The new leaders are, therefore, in much 
contacts with the urban areas* 
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During pre-independence period the leaders had very less 
or meagre contacts outside the village and In urban areaa» 
moreover, because of various reasons their visits to town 
or cities v#ere also very rare or negleglble* Henoe on the 
basis of the findings it can be conclucied that the contacts 
outside the village have also Increased conslderaoly in new 
leadership'pattern wfiich were quite nominal among the old leaders 
of pre-independence period. 
ATTiwm Tovumm EmcATion 
Among the identified loaders of the village under study 
only 355^  are educated* The attitude of identified leaders 
towards the iiaportance of education has he&a oeasured with t^e 
help of the questionnaire. The questions were aimed to study 
the attitude of leaders towards educ rslon of their sons and 
daughters* They were also askcKi to write ydk&t io^rtance they 
give to educatJU>n, for the i^llft and progress of their 
villa,7e« -The following table present the attitude of identified 
leaders towaxxls literacy and education. 
TABL£ No. 15 t ATTITUDE OF IDI^ITIFlED LiiADERS TOWARDS EDUCVfION(iJ 
TTms I msp(m^ OF iMims 
E^n 
Sons stouild be l i t e r a t e 37 tOC9( ^ero Q9( 
Daughter should be l i t e r a t e 37 100^ Zero 096 
Bo you want to eduoate your aonsY ^ 97.3^ t 2.7^ 
Do you want to educate your 
daughter 25 67.56^ U 32.44?i 
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From the above table it is clear that all the identified 
leaders want that their sons and daughters should be literate* 
Nearly 97*3% of leaders are also keen to get their sons 
educated. Furthermore, 67«569i identified leaders have expressed 
their attitude that daughters be educated and the rest 32.A45S 
identified leaders do not want to give education to their 
daughters* 
The identified leaders have also been asked to exhibit 
their attitude toxi^ ards the standards of education they intend 
to give to their scms csnd daughters* The following table show 
the standard of education prQ|}Osed by tloB identified leaders 
for their axma and daughters* In the table below only those 
identified leaders have been included who want to educate their 
BOXXB and daughters ^ diose number for sons is 36 and for daughters 
is 25 (Table No.16). 
TABLE No* 16 t ATTITUDE OF IDENTIFIED LEADKIS TOWARDS KDUCAriON 
( i i ) 
STANDARD OF EDUCATION j I^SPCgiSES OF LfcADStlS 
FOR 3m3 8 FOR DAUOHTSIS 
TJo:—5—%—rito;—5—r-
High 3chool jj 13 
Intermediate 
Graduation and above X 23 
TOTAL 36 97.309i 25 b7*56?6 
35.13?< 
-
6l*17?6 
15 
1 
9 
40.549( 
2*7% 
24.32J6: 
The above table show that 35»13?4 leaders intend to educate 
their sons i5>to high school only and 40«5^ leaders hold the 
same view as far as their daughters are oonoemed* The 
percentage of leaders who want to educate their sons and 
daughters i;Q?to Intermediate is neglegible* The percentage of 
identified leaders who intend to educate their sons iQ}to 
high school standard is 61«17% end 24*32^ leaders also want 
their daughters to go for higher education. 
(to the basis of above table it is clear that among new 
leaders also a oonsiuerable number of leaders intend to educate 
their sons eaad daughters only upto high school standard* So 
it can be concluded that a section of identified leaders %fhich 
is constituted by mostly aged leaders is not interested to give 
high educatiu>n to tiieir sons and daughters while the young and 
middle aged leaders Intfflid to give higher education to their 
sons and au^ters* 
The leaders were also asked to express their attitude 
towards the importance of education for the welfare and 
developmCTit of their village and its si£pnificance for the key 
i>ost of the village organization* The following table present 
the attitiKie of identified leaders towards education* 
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TABLE No. 17 % ATTrrUCE OF IDENTZFXED IMiSSiiS T0WARD3 EDUCATION 
( 1 1 1 ) 
S.N. Q itms BESPmmS OF UAIMIS 
no. I % I mA % I 
}Do you eanalder that educated 
jpeople can p^rfona ywxr 
fprofe salon with a greater |mioc0ss? § 34 91*9^ 3 8.105i 
JDo you consldar tliat educated 
jPradhan and nembers of village 
Jpanohagrat can do betl^r than 
(those irtho are tmeducated? 9 37 100^ Zero 
iDo you ootiBldar that education 
]is necessary for tiie \^lfare 
land development of the 
village? « 37 100?< Zero (J$i 
The above table reveal that 91«9'( Identified leaders 
ccmslder that educated people osoi perforsi their professlcm id.th 
a greater success and rest 8«lOp£ leaders are against this Idea. 
All the Xeadors think that educated PrMhan and members of 
village panchayat can do better than the uneducated and all of 
them als J i .^ isl.jr that education Is necessary for the welfare 
and development of t i /.ul^aga* 
An analysis of the above three tables viz. Table !lo.t3t t6 
and 17 rev^a that aliaost all the Identified leaders hold the 
view that education Is a very ln^^ortant factor in dUfextent 
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sphere of life \tiiethor it is social, oooj^ational or political* 
Therefore it can be concluded that the new leaders hold a 
strongly f avmirable attitude towards the i!!|>ortanoe of education. 
Before independence as told by the elders the leadership in 
the villas had been under the ounerahip md control of Zaalndars* 
The old ^amlndars in pre*independence period were generally 
not in favmir of educating their sons* This was due to the 
fact that they thou^t that the purpose of getting education 
is only to enter into service In cities which was considered 
as below dignity for the landlords/zaiaindars* They considered 
the private or government services as the slavery of aritisliero* 
Therefore, the old leaders were totally against educatioB 
their sons and daughters* This is one of the reasons that 
the new leaders (most of than are sons of old leaders of the 
village) are siostly uneducated* 
From tl^ above pre sent aticm it can be concluded that in 
the new leadersliip pattern the attitude of leaders towards 
education has to a {p:^ at extent changed ^ere as in the old 
pattern the importance of education \ms neglegible as largest 
majority of rural population was uneducated* 
Faoily background, in rural society also play a significant 
role in the determination of leadership* Persons having go(Ki 
family backgroimd hold ooinparatively better chances of achieving 
leadership position* In studying the faiidly background main 
••83* 
attention has been given to the aoolal and political status of 
the family.ll^abers belonging to influential families have oore 
chances to become a leader than others* In order to know the 
fasilly background of identified leaders a fev questions were 
asked from the identified leaderst 'She foUowlng table siiow 
the responses of the identified leaders towards their fainily 
background* 
TABLE No* 18 ! FAMILY MCKGROUND OF IDOJIIFIED UADmS (1) 
V ^mim ft 1.1U1' fi ATT. h m,^nv 
mcH q mkT Q ALL Q NO.OF 
tssa i( 
Is or WIS your father interested 
in the welfare of the villago. 
State- 16 17 4 37 
Your father worked for the 
devGlopment of yowr vlllBge 
and for the welfare of 
villasers 14 19 4 37 
Your f atiier took part in the 
village pontics 11 9 17 37 
TOTAL 41 45 25 111 
In order to analyse the data given 1» the above table the 
following:; liiQthod iias been used* Res^tonsee 
ere categorised as 
very imioh, somewhat and not at all and a wei^tage score of (2) 
(l) and ^ ero Has been assigned to each category ree^otively* 
c-«8o-i» 
Now the total welghtage Is counted as follows 
Total welghtage W « (4l x 2) • (45 x 1) • (25 x 0) 
W « 82 • 45 • 0 
W m 127 
rherefore, Mean Welghtage i - Total weigfatage 
Total Ho« of Rehouses 
If? 
The aean wej^tage soore is 1«l4* This laean utoi^ta^e 
1«14 lies in b&tw&cm one (l) and two (2) and is conparatively 
nearer to ont (1), 3o tho result lies under the category of 
•SOMEtsiHAT* because weightage (1) has been given to this 
response* It i^ a^ns tiie fattier of the identified leaders 
were interest<,<l in the village activities but only to soiae 
extent. 3o, it is clear that the idaatified leaders coae 
£roe the families having oongparatively better family bacltground. 
^he political background of the identified leaders 
has been studied by asking some q[uesti<»i8 from the identified 
leaders* The following table present the political background 
of the idioitified leaders* 
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TABLE No. 19 t FAMILY BACKGROl^ D OF IDENTIFIE2) LEADEIS ( U ) 
3 ^ ^ . ITEMS « RESPONSES OF mDERS 
m B NO jTOTAJU 
[No. I % poTi % |^lgp*"g 
1 ilad your tatber been or 
Is your jtatherf neralaer 
of Village Penchayat ? 15 4o,5A^ 22 59.^ »6?S 37 10«6 
2 Do or did your father 
belong to any politiiaX 
party > 1 2.796 36 97«3J< 37 100^ 
From the above table it is olaar that 40.5^ identified 
leaders are the acm. of msmhera of village panohayat and only 
2.796 leader's father belong to a political party. So rest 
59»A6?i leaders ax^ son of the persons who nevw hold any post 
in the village organization and father of 97*3^ leaders do/did 
not belong to any political party. 
It is therefore, clear that the na;}ority of identified 
leaders do not cooe from the families which are politically 
active. Therefore, the political background of the family of 
a person do not ^ pear to be a very ic^ ortsffit factor for the 
aciiicvei?! nt of leadershj^ position in the new pattern. 
In p3re«independenoe period, only those persons hold post 
in tlie village organizations and @a;}<^ leadership who ooiae 
from the family of landlords. It may be inferred that the 
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tamilj background was oonsMored as a most liqportant critffl:>ia 
to hold power in the vi l lage organizations and to aohlove 
leadership posltloa» In the old pattarn* 
Cn the basis of the above finding i t can be concluded 
that family ba^tground ^ i^doh was a laost Is^Ksrtant factor fbr 
leadership in the old pattern i s now not considered as v^:^ 
iiqportant in the new lead»*aliip pattern* In the new pattern, 
oth®r factors l ike educationt apipath^r for the viUjigers and 
good character etc# Mve greater iHiportance than the family 
badlfiground alxme* At presmit in India a perscm not having a 
good f aislly back^oisi^ can also aepire and achieve leaderehip 
because of his personal quali t ies* 
the po l i t i ca l leadm's are eaipected to have CK>£aparatlvely 
greater po l i t i ca l consolousneas and knowledge* they are 
e9Q>ected to be nore aware about the ae t i v l t l e s of the post 
holders of vi l lage panchayat and Kshettra saiaiti* Tne leaders 
are also esi^cted to ohec^ froa time to time the performancea 
of the power holders and laorally ooEi>el them to cio the needful 
tor the vil lage welfare with the oooperation o£ Infonaal leaders* 
Sinca tlie ruz*al leaders take the In i t i a t ive and guide 
the v i l lagers In every iophere of life« they are also eaq^ected 
to have aif f icicmt socio-poli t ical knowledge to help the 
villagerfi* 
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Apart from the v i l l a g e and block l e v e l a c t i v i t i e s the leaders 
are a l so expected t o be aequainted with tlie p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t i e s 
a t the s t a t e aoid coimtx^ l e v e l . Iti ord^r to study the polltl<»CL 
knowledge of the i den t i f i ed leaders some q:uestions vere presented 
to them in the qaBetitxmair@» The follofedng tab le present the 
p o l i t i c a l knowledge of the i den t i f i ed leaders* 
TABLE No.20 I POLITICAL KNOWLiiDQE OF liMITIFIiiD LSADBRS 
S.N, ITEMS REaP(»iSi:.S OF liSADERS 
miQWHJG NQX KMOWPJQ ITOTAL R^aPONaSS 
Wo. H No* i 
1 What i s name of your 
gram Ercdhan? 
2 . * i t e name and 
perf onaanoe of th ree 
members of your v i l l a g e 
panohayat 
3 What i s naiae of your 
block Praimikh? 
4 What i s the nan» of 
M«L*A.of your area? 
5 •fho i s M.p. from your 
area? 
6 Who i s Chief Minister 
for your State? 
7 To whicfa par ty C.M. 
belong? 
8 who I s xaie r ^ i ae 
Minister of your 
Country? 
9 I'o which pa r ty P.M. 
belong? 
37 10096 Zero C^ 37 1004 
37 10095 Zero 0^ 37 loa^ 
37 100?i Zero (Xi 37 10C»6 
25 67.56P6 12 32.44i« 37 100:^  
21 56.76^ 16 43*24% 37 100^ 
22 59.46^ 15 40.54?^ 37 10C»^  
22 59.465S 15 40.54S« 37 lom 
31 S3.Bm 6 16.2036 37 100% 
31 83.80»J 6 I6.2a^ 37 lOO^ t 
The above table reveal that all the Mentified leaders are 
aware of the political activities at the village and block 
levels because all the leaders know the names of the gram Pradhan, 
members of village panohayat and their performance and Pramu^ 
of the block* A majority of 67*569^ leaders know the name of the 
M.L.A, and 56«76fS leader are acquainted with the name of the 
M.P. of their area. Thus S?*'*^ leader do not know the narae of 
M,L.A, and 43.2A96 are not acquainted with the M,P. of their 
area. 
The percentage of the identified leaders who know then 
name and the political party of Chief Minister of their state 
is 59*46 and 83»809( leaders know the Prime Minister of the 
country and also to the partsr to which the P*M« belong* 
By taking the average of all the nine items of the above 
table we get that nearly 799^  identified leaders have suffici^it 
political knowledge* Thus on an average a fairly good percentage 
of the identified leaderst has a good knowledge of the local 
politics and higher level politics as well* This shows that 
the identified leaders in ma^rity are politically informed 
and fully aware* 
The old leaders enioying the leadership position in pre-
independence period were imaware of the political activities of 
the higher level* Their knowledge was confined only at the 
village level* The old leaders had very little political 
knowledge at high level because they were totally igncorant about 
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It, It was, mat probably, du« to besldas other factors, having 
no dixect oontacts and conneotlons with higher level politics 
and the absence of means of ootaEoynloatlOR like radio, and the 
new8p€^p^*8 etc* ^diioh are at present assessable to the 
ruralites. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that political awareness 
was ovar all very rare among the old leaders while the new 
leaders have coiaparatively ouch better knowledge about the 
local and higher level ids politics* Due to the factors like 
democratic decentralization of power and universal adult franchise 
that gave election system to the ruralltea, the villagers and 
^eolally the new leaders have become vary much aoq\iainted with 
the political ay stem of the coiBitry, which/more or less absent in 
the pre*independfflice period in rural areas* 
Personal abilities or qualities is an iE^HMrtant ingeckdlent 
of humaoi social personality h&noe it haa also become an 
iBiportant factor of leadership* A leader having more abilities 
to help others, enjoy greater popularity and aocaptance among 
t ^ rural masses* Personal abilities here refer to those 
qualities or CBq?acities of a pers(»)/leader through which he 
help the villagers In their dlffer^it works and problems at 
villain©, block, tehsil and district level* The leaders have 
been idaitifled for tills study by the common public of the 
village only on the basis of their personal abllitlea* 
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The per^mal abilities of the identified leaders have been 
measured by giving certain <|iiestions to the leaders and they were 
asked to evaluate th^iselves* The following tal^ l»:*esent the 
personal abilities of the identified leaders* 
TABLE No. 211 tlRSONAL ABILITIES OF THE lOEHTIFIED LEAEiRS 
ixn "rms" RESSKaiSES OF LEAOEBS 
YES m XTOTAL NUMBER 
OF 
iio.i % moA % m 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Can you directly 6i>proaoh 
to your Pramukli? 
Can you diractly contact 
B*D«0»? 
Can you talk well to your 
Timasi S«09 
Can you directJ^ talk to 
your s»D*lf« or Tehsildar? 
Did you face any Court ease 
so far? 
case 
Did you face court/on your 
mm b^ialf? 
32 aS.^99i 3 1J*3\% 37 100?< 
^ 86.4996 5 1f.51?i 37 lOOlS 
28 75.69^ 9 24.31?^ 37 10094 
25 67»56?i 12 32.44% 37 10054 
21 5 6 . 7 ^ 16 4J,24?J 37 100?{ 
14 37»8494 7 18.9234 21* 56.7694 
Do you consider that you are 
doing for the welfare of 
the villAge? 30 81.0894 7 18.92% 37 10094 
8 Do you find yourself f i t ftor 
the post of jsmihear of 
vlUage Panohs^t? 31 83.8% 6 16.294 37 10094 
Do you find yourself able 
to beoome head of the 
vi l lage panchs^at? 24 64.87% 13 35.1394 37 10094 
* 7otal no. of reapanaes i s 21 because only 21 leader have faoed 
court oases. 
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ThQ above table ahov that d6»A9^ identified leaders can 
directly approach Block Prffioukh and can also directly contact 
the B*D«0* Rest 13*31^ leaders find theoselves imable to do so* 
75*69^ leaders can talk well to Thana (i»e« Police Station) S«0« 
and rest 24*31^ can not talk* fhe percentage of leaders who 
can directly talk to the Tehsil officials is 67*36% and rest 
32*44^ leader can not* Oirar all 36*769i identified leaders» 
have faced the court ease and out of these («ly 37*849( leaders 
have faced the cases m indspendraitly and rest 18*929^ of the 
total leaders sou^t the help of others to face the court cases* 
This help they use to take from the eacperienoed peraens of the 
village in the form of their advice to consult and engage 
good and reputed lawyers of the city and Tehail« 
Among the identified lead«rs 81*oa9( "tiiou^t that they are 
doing for the welfare of the village wbile rest 18*92% did not 
think 80* 83*3^ leaders oonaiaer thnoselves fit for the post of 
member of village panohayat rest 16*294 leaders do not* Only 
64*87% identified leaders oonaider themselves able to beoome 
head of the village panchayat and rest 35*1^ leaders hold 
that they do not hold the abilities for this key post* 
From the above table it is dear that majority of identified 
leaders have got abilities to help and serve their fellow 
villagers in connection with some work tOi Block, Tehsil and 
District level* At the same time ma;J<irity of the identified 
leaders C^ '' ) tl»ught tliat they are doing for the welfare of 
the village and that they ©an successfully hold any post of the 
villa^se pan<^ i£4rat* 
— O ^ 
In the |aH»independeaoe perlCKi alnoe the leaders were all 
irom the Zamindar faailies %ihioh imre highly Influential also, 
they had oaore opportunities and abilities to help the villagers* 
All the old leaders always «i;joyed good relations and oontacts 
with the Tehsil and Block Officials because these officials 
while visiting the village for official purposes used to stay with 
the Zamindars in the village* Tkm old leaders thus, had 
ooE^aratively more abilities and influences than the new leaders* 
At present aspiration of leadership is C|»eQ to all the residoats 
have 
and persons of ordinary families/also succeeded to aohiave 
leadership position which was earlier restricted to the 
economically well off and politiially dominant families in the 
old leader flftUp pattern* 
hr%*MVS^ 
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Tb0 hypotheses prc»posed In aa ex^erSMont gonerally take the 
form of a general theory or a ai>eoifio inquiry* A specific 
hypothesis is ordinarily preferred to a general proposal as» the 
nwre definite and escaot query the greator the likelihood of a 
omiolusive answer* The investigator has formulated certain 
hypotheses which have already been mentioned in Chapter 3v 
HYPOTHESIS No>1 "Leaders i«ho possess formal power are more 
^ - influential and have more followers* • 
As already stated in Chapter 4, in all thirty two (32) leaders 
have be«i identified in the village Mirapur. Out of these thirty two 
identified leaders only thirteen (13) leaders possess formal power and 
the remaining nineteen (19) leaders possess no formal power hence, 
they are regarded as informal leaders* 
The following table rei^ resents the formal leaders who have been 
identified by the reepondants and also ooci^y oertain position 
associated with formal power in different village organizations* 
TABI£ Ho*It IQENTIFICATXON SCORE OF FORML LEADERS 
•^^ •JCODE NAME OF LEADfiRsJ TOTAL SCORE (x) 
1— U ^ 375 
2 LH 132 
3 LA 113 
4 CR 104 
5 OR 86 
6 BH 75 
7 WK 72 
8 AHK 68 
9 3PS 52 
10 TA 28 
11 MLT 18 
12 BN 13 
TOTAL N » 13 £X » 1144 
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Here total 80ox*e of idantlfied lead«*8 Z x s1lA4 
Total Uo» o£ fonsal leadttrs N « 13 
Heiico. Avwrage score of a leadtr 3f » i"^'^« 88 
H " 
Therefore average aoore of a formal leader la Eighty eight (88) 
In the aame wayt there are nlneteeD (19) such leaders liho 
have been Identified liy the reapoadant^ but do not hold a post 
In ai^ of the village organizations^ they are Infomal leaders* 
The following table present the code names of the Informal leaders 
and their respective »x>res* 
TABL£ No*2 s II)ENTZFI»4TZ08 SCOm OF BiFaiNAL LEADERS 
S.N.J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Code Name of 
lAaderft 
AR 
l^ 
HAH 
DH 
m 
BP 
RBT 
HMA 
RP 
ZH 
ftU 
HK 
SB 
4HZ 
m 
RL 
Mrs 
On 
i Idttitlfloatlon 
'' Seere (x) 
239 
235 
135 
132 
116 
102 
38 
30 
30 
28 
26 
25 
21 
20 
18 
17 
16 
15 
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Here total aoore of Xnformal leaders^ • 1238 
and total no. of infonaal leaders N » 19 
Henoe, Average score of a leadcer X ""^X 
N 
|9 19 
» 66.21 
is 
The average score of an Informal leader /66«21» 
From the above presentation it is clear that the average 
score of formal leaders is (88) is higher than that of informal 
leaders \itd.oh is only 66*21 • This oos|}arative average scores 
as obtained by formal and informal leaders dearly indicate 
that formal leaders are more popular or dominating than informal 
leaders* It can thus» also be inferred that formal leaders 
en;)oy greater responsibility* folloving and influence amrnig 
the ruralites* 
Thus the hypothesis that "Leaders %iho posseipformal power 
are more influential and have more followers" is tested and 
proved correct. 
HYPOTHESIS No*2 "Panohayati Ra;} system and demo<»'atization 
process have str^igthened t^e caste 
solidarities in rural India"* 
In order to test the hypothesis certain questions related to 
the caste and comBainity CHrganization, with the help of interview 
sol^dule were asked* The qi;»stions included in the schedule 
aim to elicit rei^ponses from the respondlants to study the role 
or impact of caste/community ori^uaization in the socio-ipolitical 
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activities in the rural aodety. The req^ondents were a^ed. 
(A) Is latere any eaate or Consaunll^ organization that 
looks afttt!* the intra-oaste/intra-coBiminity affairs* 
in thB caste/oonxounity of t3aB respondant* 
(B) Whether they (the reapondants) take port in the activities 
of their oa8te/o<»inunity organization or not. 
The aeoond question i«e« (B) has been asked by only those 
re^QKmdaBts who have got oaste/ooosaunity organizations. Thus 
this question was not presented to all the hundred (100) 
reagpondants. 
The following table {^resents the responses of the respondents 
establishing their aoceptanoe or rejection of casti^conimaii'ty 
organizations and their role iihich reflect their attitude towards 
the caste/comiiunity solidarities. 
TABLE II0.3 f CASTB/COMKUNXTY ORGANIZATION OF RKSPONDM^NTS 
S.N.g ITEHS RESPONSES 
Ho. 9i g No. % ONo. % 
1 Res^ndants having Caste/ 
Coiamunity Organizations. A2 425« 58 98?i 100 lOOS^  
2 Re^ondants taking part 
in the ac t iv i t i e s of 
Caste/ConBrunity 
organization. 19 19^ 23 23% 42 42?i 
An analysis of the table (Ho*3) reveal that, out of the 
total 100 re^tondants only kS. ei^x^ssed that they have oaate/ 
oosQOunity orlfanlzations and 58 respoodants have es^pressed that 
no organization based on their oaste/eomniunity feeling exist in 
the village* Out of these 42 who have aooepted the existence of 
suoh organization only 19 (out of ^ } i«e» 45*2^ take part in the 
activities of these orgcmizations* But, over all only it is 
19^ respondents v^ took part in the oaste/oocKsunity organi«atic»> 
because the total number of respondent is hundred, it can be, 
therefore» inferred that a small section of the pppulaticm is 
attached to the activities of easte/c^oimfiiity organization which 
briefly regulate or govern their political behavior* On the other 
hand a majority of reapondenta ( i«e* 98%) hold that no caste/ 
cooBunity organizations exist lahioh precisely reflect that caste/ 
oomtsunity organization do not play sny iiq;>ortent role as far as 
their political b^iavior is concerned* 
It may therefore, further be inferred that beside other 
factors demooratizaticm, education, decentralization of power 
and adult fk*anohiae have played significant role in changing the 
attitude of the ruralites towards poUtical awareness which was, 
before independence, mainly based on easte/conniunity oonsoiouaDess* 
Therefore the tqrpothesis that " Panohayati Ra^ System and 
Democratizaticn Prooess have atreng^iened the Caste solidarities 
in rural India" is not proved said h^ice is liable to be reacted* 
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HypormsiS No>3 t "The (tonooreitio ayartem has weakened the 
role o£ religion In politloal activities"* 
The easte and religion have l)e€aEi Iniportant and decisive 
factors In Indian political system In the earlier past. This Is 
particularly prevalent In rural areas i^peolally In the local 
political affairs at vlUage levels* The elections are contested 
on the basis of caste feellAs* siqpports and favours are given 
to the candidates who are members of one's own caste or religion* 
In the same way candidates are 0|)X)Osed and siq;yported on the 
basis of caste/oooKQunity and religion* Ev&a the caxidldates at 
the national level politics are allotted election tickets, 
especially in rural areNas* on the basis of these considerations* 
Democratization and ttie establishment of Panchayati Ra;) n 
in our rural socie-^ have to a great extent succeeded in 
modifying the political otxtlook and approach of ruralites* The 
process of democratization has also to some eactent altered Und 
traditional relationship between religion and politics* Thus 
in order to study any probable relatlonsiiip between religion and 
politics a few questions were asked from the rea|>ondant3 f^iiich 
are as follows * 
(1) Wiother tlie religions feeling is ooa^tible to the ajjirit 
of democracy? 
(2)A-Vfhether the candidates giving false promises at the tiiae 
of election to catch vote in the name of religion are 
treacherous cr notE 
(9)B*Is it wrong for the candidates to oatc^ votes in the 
name of religion? 
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The folloitflng table present the responses of the re^p<mdants 
to the above n^ntioned questions* 
TABLE No.4 i RiiLATIONSiilP OF RELIGION AND POLITICS "^ 
S«No*l ITEMS No. of X ReSPONSaS RESPON. 
DENTS I YES I SiO IINDIFFi:Hi:3JT 
1 Is the religious feeling 
co!q;}atible to the 
spirit of danoopftcy* 100 
24 Candidates giving false 
proaises at election 
tliBe to catch vote cm 
the najm of religion 
are treacherous. 100 
2B It is \trott£ for the 
candidates to catch 
vote on the naime of 
religion* 100 
57 
81 
38 
70 26 
15 
The above table reveal that those reapondaats who have given 
positive answers are against the Idea of using religious feeling 
to be exploited to gain the leadership in politics in general* 
The total percentage of these ^iree res^misas ( l.e* 57»70 and 
81) is indicative of the fact that the raa^ jority of the population 
of the village do not consider religion holding any role in 
politics* '2i^ total average x)€»*centage of such persons is 
69*73?^ (which is calculated by taking average of 57#70aad 81) 
i«*iioh Indicates clearly that the aja;)orlty of the population 
conform with this idea* 
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The respondent's viio are against of ttm three t^ jtestlonB are, 
it appears* tavoutXn^ the idea that z*eligion should be e<msidered 
as an ixsportent factor in politios* The total average peromitage 
of suoh respondants is 26*3^ (which is calculated hy taking the 
average of 38,26 and 15)• 
The following table present the sumsary of the responses 
givmi by the re^xmdants for the questions presaited to them. 
TABLE lm^3 I REUTXOKSHIP OF RELXGIOH AND POLITICS ( U ) 
WO, UF 0 Ri:.aP0N3E YES 0 RESPONSE *m* 0 HiDIFFERENT 
RBSPONDAt^SQ | J 
100 69.335^ 26.3356 4.34?6 
An analysis of the abotre average responses reveal that a 
sibstantial majority of the population do not ^mnt to eocepi-. 
religion as a factor to play a^y part in politics. 
It is thus clear that in a democratic set U|) relltiion is 
loofiing its political identity as a force in political affAlrs, 
as it use to en^oy in thi2 eai'lier past» ThtsrsfOie our Iiypothesis 
that "the democratic syntera tias vreakened the role of religion 
in politic?! actitrities"» proves to be correct and therefore 
is liable to be accepted* 
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HYPOTIIASIS nvitk " In rural society a»atly the hedda 
of the fajBlly a ^ l r « for leadership". 
In the present investigation In a l l th i r ty seven (37) leaders 
were studied. Out of these, t l i i r ty tvro (32) leaders have been 
Identified through the schedule which lias been administered on 
the general public of the v i l l a s e . Apart from them five (5) 
were those leaders who did not get sufficient Ideat l l lcat lon 
for leadership but they hold i i^ortant position In the village 
panchayat, hence they -rfere alao included in tlie U s t of 
leaders. 
| he iuKidertj woi^ e Qsiied to t e l l the i r re la t ive position in 
the i r fmaily \^ather they are the iioads of their fai^^ly or 
ordinary mcsaber. Xhe following table present the data related 
to t h i s question. 
TABUu Ito.6j PO aa'ION Oiv LliMMlS KJ Xiiiulll FAi-ilLY 
S.N. Itm \ RKaPOKa. 
NuEiber I % 
1 Leaders who are far l ly he^ Mls 31 65 #78?^  
2 Leaders Tfi*io are ordinary laeabers 5 14.22^ 
tOTAL 37 100^ 
The figures in the alx>ve table show that nearly 06% 
leaders are heads of their family r^hlle only 14% are the 
ordinary o^abers of the family. Thus ma;}orlty of leaders* 
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therefore, eia^y the position of the head of family* It is, 
therefore, clear that to be the head of the family is an 
important and potential factor for achieving leadership position 
in the village. Therefore the hypothesis that "in rural 
society mostly the heads of the family aspire for leadership" 
is proved ooiTect and/liable to be accepted* 
HYPOTHESIS No«5 " In rural society the leaders generally 
belong to the ^oint femily*. 
The leadesrs v/ho have beai studied in the present study 
thrt>\;tgh a que&tiomiaire were asked to what type of faodly do 
they belong. They s^^ are asked v^sether their fasdly is nuclear 
family or a 5oint facdly* The followix^ table present the data 
regarding the type of family of the leaders of the village under 
study* 
TABLE Uo#7l TYPE OF FJmihY OF TF!E lEADSRS 
<IIVMMB»MMMMW« !• I M I I maw I Iff-IT' » "rr'---"-tr--'~—rii—-•J'vioi'" c-ri" n" n-nr r r i^i—i i i i r" ' i " <r"inri"i i iirT-r-r--i—irfi-rr'T 1"¥' - f * ' ••• •- i • T I T T - - ' - T 
1 Leaders!: belongins tc 
asaolear facdl/ 14 37*849< 
2 Leaders i^elonging to 
Joint family. 23 62»l6ji 
TOTAL 37 1CX>?i 
The above t ab l e cdiow tha t near ly 3 ^ leaders belong to 
the nuclear fanilly and re s t 6296 leaders belMig to ^oint family 
system. Prom th i s data i t i s , therefore, d e a r that a raa;)ority 
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of leaders (i*e« b2»l69£) are those «^ho belong to the ;}olnt family* 
This, further hold that ;}oint families are existing In the 
rursil societ ies to a great esctent* IKherefore oiar hypothesis 
that " Iji rural society the loaders generally belong to the 
joint family*' proves to be correct . 
HYFOXIiEaiS Uom6 "Leadwrahlp posit ions in rural society 
ore corifined to a oertaln econojnlc class" # 
The qu©£rtions I'riilch Iiave been framed under the 'Personal 
iiifoxMaaticni* oC tlie leaders* also seek inforsiation regarding their 
economic slatac* Four broad econaisic classes viz . upper (rich) 
claas{ i:qpp<:^  tiddUIle c lass , lower middle class ajnd lo^t^r (or poor) 
cla<3S were tentatively foroulated and the leaders were asked 
to frankly indicate the ecoaonic s t ra ta to which tiiey think 
they belong. 
All the th i r ty seven (37) Isadsrs aoooixiijag to wiwia' own 
eatii8ate« or asseamenta placed theaselves intc tiie TfMtt' 
suggested econojiic s t ra ta and tliey expressed no hsaifeition 
in yieir declaration. I'hc follo;ving table rjre&iint tlie t^l£« 
esteemetl eoonouic grot^i* a£Ml die raapeotive number oi' leaders 
who consider tiiumselves to holxmi^ to that groi^» 
TABU? Hc»3 : 3C0II0MIC STATUS OF TliE LfciADisRS 
3.N.X irEMS I _ _ R£SPONSr.S 
MJMBER I % 
1 Leaders belonging;; to Upp<ir(ca» 
ricli class) 3 &»^^% 
2 Leaders beloncring to Upper middle 
Class 23 62*169^ 
3 Leaders belonging to Lower Middle 11 29.73?^ 
4 Leaders belonging to loweKpoor)Class 0 09^ 
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Infonnatix>n as given in the above table no« 8 reveal that 
out of the four economic groups, the percentage of those leaders 
who belong to upper middle claas i s highest* In the category 
of middle class , which oaaprisss of the l^jper middle and Lower 
middle c lass , there are nearly 92^ (the aura of 62,16 and 29*73) 
leaders* Thus the upper clasE has a ncnjinal popcenta^e 
( i . e . 8.11';4) as compared to the aidcae class ( i . e . 91#G9%) o£ 
tlie loaders. Oiay QA leadera belong to tike Uppor* ciaiits and iiiere 
i s no leader belonging to Lower clas^* 
An onalyeds of economic status of leaders indicate tliat tl^ io 
chances of enioylng leadersiilr' pr^^ition lor tiioac w o^ ai'e 
economically poor ere coa5>aratively not irri^ht rather they iiold 
no ciianoe, Xhe Uppe clans ptKJple f:tlso have very l es ie r chances 
of leadership. Therefore i t can be inferred that t!^ k? per3*:>as 
belonginc ^o thu' iniddle econo d^Lo olcsj a:'e having bet ter chancoa 
to achieve and on^oy leadership posit ion. So our hy^vothQi^ is 
"Leadership poattion in rura l socir>ty are confined to a certain 
economic class"proves tc be correct . 
On the? bsjsiis of abov^ tested hypotheses i t can be concluded 
that in rural India the leaders i«itO hold any post iii any village 
organization er,3oy :«ore influence and follovring in the villa\G 
vjhile inforiaal leaders lm.ve coiiparativeli" lasser iriliusnce aiKi 
follm^rins* Thla Is because of having foraial x>owers the post holder 
get raore chances to help the vi l lagers and oblige them. Ai'ter 
the Gstab?.ish.nent of Psnchayati Raj the process of domocrnt.tr^tion 
- 1 W 
and democratio decentralization o£ power have to some esctent 
imokened the oaste so l idar i t i es in rura l India. Tha casto 
ponohayats are not ooneid^red to be ao imch liaporta^ now which 
v^s a case in pre-independe»oe nsral India* The ru ra l i t e s prefer 
to approach the head of Village Panehayat and Panohayati Adalat to 
resolve their problems of daily l i fe* The identi ty of rel igion 
and po l i t i c s has also been weak^Mied in the democratic set u^ in 
our Indian villages* ThB r u ra l i t e s do not llice to ;:»9port or VOX-Q^ 
only on the basis of rel igion and oaste am tiiey inrei'ei mort. on 
the personal qual i t ies and a b i l i t i e s of the candidates* The leaders 
of Indian vi l lages mostly are those wijo are head oi their fa lily 
which shows that -dtie family heads iiave aior^ ^a^tlnxcLon for erijoylng 
leadership* The r u r a l i t e s also consider tiie fardJLy head3 as 
njore compatible for leadership because of tli^ir aiatijsrity, 
experience anci seniori1:;y etc* Also tho per£o;'ij& bcloriiii/ic 'co 'die 
;)oint faiaily have more cliances to achicjve leadersiiip position 
because the num(»*ical sti^ength of tiio faLiil^ r' i s lilao aii ijaportant 
factor to put^ sRiade and infiu^nce jhe iiuiabtrs in tiia villore* The 
wealth and landownersbdp are alao no dou'ot i io^r tant considerations 
for lead^r-ahip In the Indian villa^ises, but over a l l ttie leadcsp^iip 
positions iii rural lociety in iBodern tiiass are cxjnflned to a certain 
economic cl:.i;c and i t I s tiie inidclle class* The aiddle class has 
balanced eoc/nonic srtatu® and he l^ kppen to be in con-^rol ;fith botii 
lower and unpcr class and thive i s \rrfhy tlio cilddls class persons set 
raore ciiances to en^oy leadereMp as compared to even upper c lass . 
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CHAPTER 7 
fmm9§ mj^ 9mwmn 
Social aelentists have studied diiXerent asi^ects of leadarahip* 
In this regard sociologists hold that leaderahj^ is the exercise 
of power or infli;^noe in social oolleotivitiest such as groups» 
organizationst eoaeiuiiities or nations* Therefore» one ^ l^o 
exeroises power or carry influence Oftwr a group may be called a 
leader of that grouQ) and the act of exercising power aay be called 
leadership* 
Political scientists studied the formal leadersh^ in political 
institutions* and they hold that leaderi^p is asi authority* 
Thereforep according to political scientists« the act of exercising 
legitimate power is leedereMp* because the legitimate power is 
authority* ^litical scientists study only the political aj^)ects 
of leader sMp* 
Psychologists also consider leadership as an act of influencing 
others either ijy an individual or by a very few persons* 
Psychologists have eo^ihasized on four basic elements of leadership<-
(i) the I^a^e^. with his chaz^»5t«ristio abilil^ aiul personality 
and his "resources relevant to goal attainment" (Hollander 
&. Julian* t964)* (ii) the Followers* who also have relevant efeilitiea 
F*H» 1* Tannenbaum* A*S* <• 'leadershipi Sociological Aspect* in 
David, L* ails ( M * ) - * International ^hcyolopedia of 
Social Sciences* Vol* 91 '^*N* 1011 New York t The 
KacHiUan Cos^mny & the Free Press* 1968* 
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personality obaracterlstloSf and resouroest (iii) the Situation. 
%d.thin j^hloii the relatlonablp occurs, azid (iv) the Taak. with 
2 \dhloh the iateraoting Individuals are o(mfk<onted« 
In sociology^ a number of poIltloaX aoolologlats and rural 
sociologists have studied leadership. They have conducted 
en^irioal researches and have made valitable contributions in this 
field* s<8Be of the is^ortant contributors in the field of *rural 
leadership* gpe Abraham, M.F. (1974)| Park & Tinker (1960)$ 
Rengnath (1974) j Har;Jinder Singh (1968)| Slrsikar, V»M, (1970)j 
Avtar Singh (1973) j and S«R. Mehta (1972). Apart from them 
lahmaran (1966 & 1968); Oscar Lewis {1958)| Henry Orensteln (1965)| 
Sushlla Hehta (1971) I and many others have also conducted 
eiapirloal researches on rural leadership in India* 
In their studies the scholars have analysed different types 
of leaders or leadership* On the basis of their findings the 
scholars have classified leadership into various categories* In 
the present stud^ leaders have hemt categorized into tiio ma^cr 
typeei i*e« formal and informal leadership* Haory Orensteln ii963r 
and K* lahwaran (1966) have also proiposed this olasslflcation* 
F.N* 2 Oibbs, C«A*- •Learlershipi Psydiological Approach* See in 
Ibid* P*N* 91* 
3 Orensteln, ilmiry** *Qaont Conflict and Cohesiori in an 
Indian Village* 
New Ycarki Ri'inceton University Press, 1965 
P.N. 179» 
4 Ishwaran, K«-<Tradition and Kconos^ in Village India* 
Bombay I Allied Publishers, 1966 pp* 119«120« 
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personality oharaoterlsticst and resouroest (iii) the Situation. 
within i^hioli the relationship occur Sg and (iv) the Taak> with 
2 
which the interacting individuala are oonflronted* 
In sooiology» a number of political sooiologiats and rural 
sociologists have stiKiied leadership* Ihey have conducted 
ea^irical researches and have made valuable contributions in this 
field* Some of the izqportant contributors in the field of *rural 
leadership* are Abraham, i%f» (1974)| Park & Tinker (1960)| 
Rangnath (1974); Har;)inder Singh (1968)} Sirsikar, V»M, (1970); 
Avtar Singh (1973)t and S«R* Hehta (1972). Apart troa them 
Ishwaran (1966 & 1968)1 Oscar Lewis (1938)} Henry Orenstein (1963)} 
Sushila Mehta (1971)} and many others have also conducted 
eo^irical researches on ruz*al leadership in India* 
In their studies the scholars have analysed different types 
of leaders or leadership* On the basis of their findings the 
scholars have classified leadership into various categories* In 
the present study leaders have been categorized into two oa^or 
type.1 1... tomal «>i Ixiforml leadaraUi.. He^ Orenstein (1965)' 
and K* Ishwaran (1966) have also proposed this classification* 
F*N. 2 Olbbs, C»A*- *LeaclQrshlpi Psychological Approach* See in 
Ibid. P*K. 91* 
3 Orenstein> li&cay*» *Gaont Conflict end Cohasion in an 
Indian Village* 
New YorkI Princeton University Press, 1965 
P*H. 179* 
4 l8to»aran, K«->*Tradition axd KconoB^ in Village India* 
Bombay! Allied Publishers, 1966 pp* 119*120* 
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Peraoiis who hold legitiiBate power in the oooBairiity are known 
as ff^rfffflyii illfWi^ ifrt' ^ rural society the post holders of village 
pazichayat. Cooperative Society and Pasichayati Adalat etc* are the 
foroal leaders of the village* lahv/aran has called the fonaal 
leaders aa Traditional Leaders**'^ 
On the otiiar iumd those active persons^ of the oosiatmity who are 
influential* guide comcaimity oembers on ic^ortent oatters and on 
whom the public has faith and confidence but they do not hold post 
in any village organizations* are called Informal leaders^. In 
pra^independenoe period such type of leaders were not oosioonly 
found in Indian Villages* Informal leaders caioe into existence only 
after the is^leiaentation of different developmental prograomes 
initiated by the govemiaent with the help and active participation 
of tile x*uralites in the villages* Ishwaran has called the infonaal 
leaders as new leaders* 
In the present investigation the changing pattern of leadership 
has been studied by categorically identifying the formal and 
infoz'mal leaders of the village under study and the leadera^p 
traits of these identified leaders have also been studied and 
analysed* 
F.N* 5 Ibid .N, 120 
6 Ibld.P«K* 120 
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An intcHTViev/ aoliedule was developed for the purpose of 
identification of leaders and ttie informations for the identificaticm 
of leaders has been collected trom hundred (100) residents of the 
village* un the basis of the rei^>onses of tlie villagers the 
identified leaders have been placed under the categories of Social 
Icsuiers, Charismatic leaderSf Religious leaders and l^litical 
loaders of the village under study. 
llie re^jondants have also been ad^ed to i;iv3 the reasons 
for the election of these individuals as leaders* On the basis of 
the reasons and reapimses as giv^a by the re^Kmdants & fe%/ 
is^}ortant oharacterifrtics (20 in numbez*) of identified leaders 
have also been id(»itified* These ore » Literacy/education, 
is^artial ;}udgeiaent, influence in village* good expression^ t^§^ 
belief ir* reLLcicai* oXIaAfflHS ,M8M^yX^ftt influence in offioe&» 
religions edi^ oatioi^ * good character, relations with offioialsy 
age seniorityt 6xperience» wealtht kindnesst profperity, land-
ownersliip, power, urban ooiitacts, family background and vllla;:er*e 
favour* Txixi following table present the characteristics of Social, 
Ciiariscjatic, Religious atici Political lecKiers, according to the 
classification iix order of tlielr i2i)ortance as identified or 
asseasQd by tha villagers* 
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TABU: r io. l I CHARACTHIISTIC3 OF IDEIs'TIFIED liiADHlS 
s^a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
I, I CHARACTlfilSTICS | 
L i t e r acy/i'ducatloii 
Icjpartial Judgemont 
Infliience in Vil lage 
GoccI .^xprQiision 
rruc uel ief in r e l i g i o n 
i'viTOwledtifc of ne l lg ion 
Influence- ta offices 
iiaXXglouB €dia«3atlon 
Good ciiiiracter 
de la t ions with Offlciala 
Age senloirity 
Exp&rieivie 
Wealtii 
Kindnass 
f^osparl ty 
Umdoymermlp 
Power 
Urbari contacts 
Faai ly background 
V i l l ago r ' s favour 
1 PBRCENTAGS OF fl£^ >0NOAIITS 
[SOCIAL 
|L::jAi^'iO 
91% 
54^ 
33% 
( 375*6 
32% 
m 
JcHARiaiATIc|R£LIGI0U3 
7%% 
6^ 
16% 
3(M 
im 
4 ^ 
4l?i 
3m 
31% 
T% 20?i 
22% 
14^ 
|K)LiriCAL 
I L^ iu|£i3 
2S% 
13% 
27% 
269i 
14?S 
21^ 
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Frcm ttm above table i t i s clear that the reapGOd&nta have in 
e l l identified or eaphaaized on six i&^ortant oharacteristioa of 
social leaders. Asjong the id^i t i f ied cliaractsristlcsf isa^oritF 
of the respcandants (91%) have eaiphasisQd or* the ias^jortaace of 
l i teracy onci olucatioa, yk% on ipod cjsqji'CiSiSion, 35ii oii influsinoe 
in office St 3?rS on re la t ions with of f ic ia l s , j2^i on e3q;>eri@nc© and 
8% on tho urban contacts* I t can thwefore be inf^rr@d that for 
social leaders in ru ra l society l i te racy and education besides 
other factors are the eiost iii5)ortant factors for the aohievem^at 
of social leadership in the luresent ei^« 
The table further reveal that tit® re^jondaiits have identified 
six oh3ract»*istics for the Charismatic leaders also* Tim 
oa^ority of re^ondants have esi^msized on the ic^^ortanoe of 
lE^>artial ;5udgffiaent (71%) md Influence in vi l lage (63%) • Apart 
from i t 3^% resi>ondants have acp$3hasised on wealths 7% on kindness, 
22% on powor and 14^ on v i l l age r ' s favour* So, for the ChariSDsatic 
leadership, iin|)artial Judgement and Ijifluenoa in vi l lage are the 
most isQMartant characterist ics* 
The above table also siiow that Urn re^dodeoits have id^titlfied 
seven character is t ics of rel igious lead^*3* 5(^ zrespontiants have 
es^E^iasized on True belief in i*eligion, U^ on rel igious knovledge, 
16^ on good e^q^ession, 43^ on rel igious educationt 4116 on good 
character, 35^% on age seni<»*ity and 20^ on kindoess* I t i s 
therefore, evident that the raost i i^or tant dfciaractiaristics of 
rel igious leaders are True belief in re l igion and rel igious icnowXedge, 
From the table no^^ it is also evident tliat the rospondants 
have identified six characteristics of political leaders. In this 
regard, 26 i reapondants have given importance to literacy and 
education, 13% emphasize on influence In offices, 27% on pi^sperity, 
26?^  on landowiership, %h% on urban contacts and 21/a on family 
back^ jround. Therefore, pro^erity, literacy and educatlcai, and 
Iando\«ier3hip are proved to be the cwst is^ortant characteristics 
of political laadei'a, 
trom tiio a^ve data it can lie concluded tiiat ti-^  ioportam; 
characteristius of rural leadersiiip as identified by the respondants 
in order of priority are, literacy and education, lti9$>artlal 
.judj^ ement, ln.:luance in village^ good expresbiont true belief in 
religion, rellgioua iaiowled^, Influence in offices, religious 
edtjcation, good character, relations witli officials, age seniority, 
experience, wealth, klndziess, prosperity, landovoiershlp, power, 
larban contacts, fandly bacI;;groiaid and villager's favour. 
It can further be concluded that the most laportant 
chviracteristics of rural leaders, as has been identified by respondant 
arc literacy and education, l!!^ >artlal ;}udgeBient, Influence In 
villa e, good expxesalon, ancl true belief in religion, because the 
majority of respondents have ai^ phaslzed on ttie Importance of these 
five characteristics. 
The interview schedule deals with a few questions \AilG'a are 
related to the un-official organizations of the village. In rural 
"!>• 
India; the ln^rtant un-officlal ozganizationn are different 
caste parKshayats. These panchayats had greater significance and. 
o^UxQ in pre-independonoe period, but after tne democratic 
decentralisation of power and establiahment of Panchrivai;! Raj, 
tile so orijaiiizations to a great extent have ^jradually lost 
tlioir functional iiapact and in5>ort5\nce. 
The old leadership (i.e« in pre^irtdapendence period) vrais 
distinctly detcreiined and dominated by caste panchayats. Therefore, 
such caste/community based organizations had be^n an iiaportant 
ingredient of the traditional power structure of Indian villages. 
But at present these caste/conraunity based organizations are 
loosing their iiX5)ortance, hejcjce at present in tUrapur (the 
village under wtudy; there are at least fifteen (15) castes 
among Hindus and four (4) sects a^ iong I^ualias existing, but only 
two oaste/coGiQunity tjanchayats are there. 
The following table piesent the informations collected from 
tlie respondants with the help of interview schedule regaruine 
the attitude of caste/community organizations and caste/community 
elders, tov/ards the participation of respondants in different 
villajje welfare activities an.i also developmental and socio-
political activities of the village. 
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TABIJ-: No,2 t ATTITUDE OF GASTS/COI^IUKITY r^ LDERS 
y,N.y ITtuMS 
J3troiigJFavourJIiidii:f|Ob;3~ J3troi\::ITota [FavoiirR 3eience|ect±on|ob^ec-iEesn 
I j j(tlon lonse 
Attitude of Caste/ 
community elders to take 
part in Castus/coiaBvinity 
organization activities* 
Attitude of Caste/ 
ooranunlty elders to take 
part in the village 
welfare programmes• 
11 
16 17 
19 
42 
Attitude of. ciders and 
conmAinity members to 
talte r^rt in the village 
panohayat election* 89 11 100 
Attitude of elders and 
coioaunity jMrabers to take 
part in the election of 
block* 80 20 100 
m)iAL 13 196 17 34 261 
The above table reveal that there are only nineteen (19) 
respondants who took part in the activities of their caste/ 
community organizations* The elders of, six (6) respondants 
strongly favoured, tiiat of eleven (11) reapondants favoured, and 
the elders of one respondant objected and that of one strongly 
objects^ On taking part in the said activities* The table also 
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clears that 42 respondants have got caste/conanunity organizations. 
Out of these, elders of seven (7) re fondants strongly favoured, 
elders of sixteen (16) respondants favoured, elders of aeventeenCl7) 
respondants vrare indifferent and elders of two (2) respondants 
made ob^ Jections on the participation of the respondants in village 
v«2lfare prorranKn©. 
From the table No«2 it is further evident that out of 100 
respondants the elders of 89 respondants are in favour of the 
participation of respondants in j)anchayat election and that eleven 
(11) respondants^ elders make objections on it* Also the elders 
of 80 respondants are in favour o£ the participation of respondants 
in the election of Dlock and rest twenty (20) respondent's elders 
do not favour it, 
Ii order to analyiae the data given in tlie above table, the 
follov;ing meUiod ox woigiritage iias been employed • 
For each response a weightage score has been given. In tiie 
pro sent Xindiiiga waighta/a^ o of +2, +1, 0, -»1 and -2 has been 
given for the responses of strong favour; favour; Indifferent; 
objection and strong objection respectively. 
Total weightage VJ « ( l3x(+2) ) • (196 x(+1)) • (17 x 0) 
• (34 X (-1) ) + (1 x(-2)) 
= 26 • 196 «•• 0 -34 -2 
» 222 -36 
\i « ia6 
Therefore, Total wslghtage W « 186 
Total number of Responses N » 26I 
Hence, man weightige, u « -^Qtal wexghtage (W) 
Xotal reecponscs {ii) 
251 
Mean wei^^hta^e, w- « o»71 
Tha uKiBJi v/eij.b.taf^e i s 0#71 v/iiich i s in between ^ero (O) cuici 
ona ( 1 ) . The zero (0) weif^taje denoteQ a t t i t u d e **.lndijfferGnt" 
and oaa (I wal iiv*:;a,;e denoteo the a t t i t u d e " Favours**. The ra«s;in 
weightage ( 0.71) l i n.ore c lose i^ to one as cocr^^ared to zero. 
I t can tf)er for? )o concluded tiiat the majority of the 
e l ae r s (oi" tjie rea.oixlantvO hold tht5 view tha t the young people 
siiculd t;u.e acGivu p^ii't or a^iould have d i r e c t involvortent in the 
a c t i v i t i e s of cas te /co ; unilty orga>iizntions, v i l l age welfare 
prof'T-at'ifs*"! as \fGl?i a^ in the e l ec t ions of v i l l a g e and block l e v e l s . 
Froii the a ove disou iaion I t can thus be concluded that the 
caste/ccf:ii!iaalt:y organisa t ions and the e lde r s of th? so organizations 
a lso favo'-ir and f a c i l i t a t e the? formation of new leadership 
because they arc in favour of the v5,llager'B ac t ive pa r t i c ipa t ion 
in d i f fe ren t scjcial and p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t i e s * 
The chief aim o£ "die present inves t iga t ion i s to study the 
changing .^cttern of l eadersh ip . The ciiangs^a have been studied 
on tiio bas i s of leadership t r a i t s , tnd the t r a i t s of rvm 
leadershxp aiKi old leadership have been talten in to account. In 
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this respect, in order to study the old pattern of leadership, 
the elders of tiie village iDider study were interviewed, and for 
the study of new leadership a questionnaire was used to study 
the leadership traits. A coG5)arison of leadership Traits of M 
old and no\t pattern has been made and thus the study of changing 
pattern has been conducted* On the Ixisis of the findings the 
following conclusions have been tentatively drawn« 
(l) iulucation has been considered as an important factor 
for rural leadership. This is sinr>ly because of the belief 
that educated persons can obtain ,]obs, can earn more and CcUi 
undertake social, political, oconoLiic and othar re3ponsr;*.?.itic:: 
in a more effective Eanner, \ti a res^ alt cf general anangc cuicl 
upliftnent in village llle, the viila^ e^rs arc now exhibiting 
their strongly favoured attltutiieB to.vards recc^ ilsins the literate 
and educated persc^ ns as tlicjix' leaders* 
Regarding literacy, at pi'esiint in tno village under stiidy all 
the identified leaders are literate* 'ihe literates dOTlnate t.io 
leadership because they iiave on occassions r.rove t to oe more 
capable than the illiterates in the performance of various 
functions and roaoonsibilities MXCQ effectively and efficiently. 
As informed by elders none of the old loaders !iad oollece oi' 
school education* Hence the pei-centage of eduction I B old 
leadership was neglesible* But iMuom "Wie present leaders of the 
villa -G unoer study approxiiaately 35% are educated and rest 65, 
are uneducated* In the study those leaders who are matriculates 
.-.-? J 2 0 -
or n»re heve been Included In the l i s t of educated persons* Only 
three leaders out of t h i r t y seven (37) could coinplete t h e i r 
graduation and none of them i s a post graduate . None of the 
iden t i f i ed leaders has any technica l or professiona3Mucation 
Q»Z» decree or diploniaa in ongineeringi or medicine or law e t c . 
I t cnn fia^ther l^e infer red tiiat education v^iicii had no value in 
the old leadership p a t t e r n i s noy considered aa a des i rab le 
fac tor for the new leadersh ip . I t shows tha t the value of 
Gducrition has gained <^eater Imr^ortfAnce in nevi' leadership pa t t e rn . 
(2) The ca vte s t a t u s ox' symbol liad besn an important 
chxrac(-.eristic •xx loaderaliip in t:ha t r a d i t i o n a l r u r a l soc ia l 
se t v^ in Viiioh the • raJicdns v;ero a t the top and Sudras a t tliG 
l>ottom in tiie fcvocial hicjrarchy, lamindari and Ryotwari \vere 
mostly ir, tlio .acin-is of upper caste persons. 
In the villafjQ mider siajdy, iyeds aiitong MuElims wiio were 
Zamixvlars w>to 1932, usad to enjoy and dominate r u r a l leaderst i ip. 
Apart .from Syeds a few I'rai'Ciin on the support of Syeds al.iio 
Gnjoyeti but neglej-iblo letuierarii;:' i n the old system. Thus only 
the upper oaato iiindu ( i , e , Braliirdns) and Syeds sanong Muslims 
{lad enjoyed leaiom-siii,^ in the old p a t t e r n . But asjong new 
leadership now the percentage of hii^h cas te people holding 
l eaders pos i t ion has decl ined. Though Syeds, who enjoy a 
s imilar high s t a t u s aaon^-; i-aisiiras as Srahfiiins enjoy anong liindus, 
are s t i l l maintaining t i ieir loiainance in v i l l age leadership 
s t ructur t ' but now in the new pa t t e rn the noti-Syeds l i k e Sheikhs 
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and Pathans have aXao to some eittent aohleved leadership positions* 
Similarly among the Hindus Sudras and Harijans have also achieved 
leadership position in the village undsr stud^* 
The middle castes aisong Hindus like K^iatriya and Vaishya 
have neglegible strength in the village leadership* Their 
position ia also very veak ir the elected bodies of the village* 
The main cause of this perhaps» is the size of population of 
these castes in the village is also very mffiGLl* Among Hindus 
in the modem period the leadership has to a great extffiit gone 
in the hands of Sudras and Hari;}an8 also* In all among Hindus 
37*39& Sudras and 259i Hari^Jans have been identified as the 
leaders of the village under study* This indicates that the 
Sudras and Harijans on the case hand have» tk3 a great extent 
sutfoeeded in utilizing the social» economic^ and political 
(Opportunities %s>hich have oaerged as a result of democratization 
process at grass root levels and on the other hand the attitude 
of zniralites towards High and Low castes concepts are also in 
the process of change* 
(3) 7he landowner ship is also an important factor in the 
determination of rural leadership* Persons having more land 
for oultivBticm occupy high status and «i^oy prestige in villages. 
The landown»>s are regarded as the respectable persons of the 
village* Therefore* people who own more land for cultivation 
hold more opportunities to achieve leadership position* 
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Despite the above JTacts the collected Infonsations show 
a decline in interest towards apiculture among the new leaders* 
Average area of land owned by the nev leaders is only nine (9) 
bighas (ttiat ia nearly equal to 4| acre}* This is the reason 
that a considerable poroentage of new leaders (439^ ) is also 
oigaged in a subsidiary oocuqpation apart from their main 
occupation which is agriculture for 76% of leaders* But in 
old pattern only Zemindars were the leaders on whose disposal 
hundreds and thousands of acre of land was giv»i by the British 
government in the f^ arm of Zamindari* Hoo-Zamindars could not 
achieve leadership positions in the village in pre-independenoe 
period* It show that now landowner ship is no more considered 
as an important and significant factor for the achievement 
of leadership in rural society* 
(4) In p*e«independence period the economic status had 
been an important factor for holding £K>wer in rural India* In 
Mirapurt ^^ village \md&e study^ jK>wer had fully been in the 
hands of Zamindars in pre-independence period* But at present 
the dominance of i;^er class has been very much ahakened* Now 
even the middle class or lower middle class persons are 
coming up to cecity leadership position in the village* 
It is also evident from the findings that the upper class 
is gradually loosing its position of si^reme domiaanoe which 
they use to en;)oy in the past in rural India* The percentage of 
upper class persons is neglegible in the village leadership at 
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present as almost 92% leaders belon^; to the middle olass. This 
reveal that In the present leadership structure the eooncKBlo 
status aXoxiB Is not a very In^portant faotcHr In the det«ralnatlon 
of leadership position* 
(3) The ptesent study show that anaong the Identified 
leaders whose strength Is thirty seven <37)f there are nlneteen(19) 
Informal leaders and rest eighteen (18) are formal leaders* The 
majority of the new leaderSp therefore, Is that of Infonaal 
leaders. But In the pre«»lndepen£ience period In the village under 
study there was no leadership without forinal powers* This 
Indicates that a change In the pattern of functional extract 
of leadersiilp has taken place as far as the holding of formal 
_jovier5 of the leaders are concerned* 
(6) Persons having contact outlse the village hold more 
influence in the village* In the present leadership pattern 
the * contacts outside the village* has emerged as an Important 
factor in the achievement of leadership In rural society* In 
the present study It has been noted that nearly 63% leaders of 
the village have contacts outside the village* The contacts 
wltii goverzunent officials has also asaumecian ImiMnrtant part of 
the role of rural leaders* The data of present study also 
reveal that neaily 33% lead0:*s are adequately aware of the 
political and social activities of outside the village* 
The old leaders of the village In the past had very few 
contacts outside the village* The new leaders on the other hand 
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have oos^parativeXy snore contacts outside tiie village and they 
firequantly vlalt their neighbouring towns. On an average the 
identified leaders visit urban areas five times in a month. But 
in the old pattern leaders very t^ tf*ely used to visit the towns 
or cities. Thus the old leaders had vory less and limited 
contacts outside the village in urban areas* 
It can» therefore» be inferred that contacts outside the 
village* contacts with officials and general political awarenass 
of the leaderst are having gpeotear ia^ortance in the ec^rgence 
of the new leadership whereas it was not so much ia$>ortant in 
the old pattern. This is probably because of the fact that a 
p«flrson having contacts in to^ n^s and cities can probably help and 
guide the villagers in their problems related to urban areas* 
(7) It is also evident that the importance of education is 
also increasing in the rural India* In Mirapur village despite 
the f&ct that a majority of identified leaders are uneducated 
even then all the leaders recognize the importance of education. 
The present trend in village indicate that the educated people 
are considered to be respected persons and they also en;}oy high 
prestige in the village* The villagers are also of the opinion 
that educated persons can tackle and solve the problems of the 
villagers more tactfully and efficiently as oos^pared to the 
unediicated people* 
The data collected further reveal that the identified leaders 
are in favour of iisparting education to tlieir sons and two tiiird 
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ma;}orlty of leaders also favour the M e a of glrl*s education* 
All the leaders accepted the liaportance of education for the 
welfare and progress of the village* They all consider education 
as a necessary quality for holding a post in any of the village 
organizations* But the old leaders "were totally against the 
idea of education for females and they vere also not in tavoxxr 
of giving education to their sons. This is one of the reaons 
that even at present people belonging to form«r ^-amindar families 
partictilarly the middle aged persons are uneducated* 
Therefore, it exhibit dearly that the attitude of old leaders 
towards eduaition were not favourable while the new le£ders in 
majority are in favour of education* Thus it can be inferred 
timt the value of education among new leaders has increased 
considerably* 
(8) In rural India the family bao||ground also hold an 
in^ortant place in the achieveaent of leadership positi<m* It 
was very difficult for a personi who do not belong to a high 
faioily, to achieve leadership positions* It was very rare to 
become a leader only because of the personal qualities 
irrespective of the family baokgrouzxi in the past* 
But in the new leadership pattern* it is evident that a 
majority of leaders do not belong to high at reputed families 
which hold high social and eeozioiBic or political status* It 
means at present the family background do not appear to hold 
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much Ic^ortance for the aohiev^aent of Xoc^orship* Leaving asixie 
family backgrotinci persons oan now, because of their personal 
qualities, also achieve leadership position in the villages, 
Mhicti WiQ not possible in the old leaderafti^ pattern in the past. 
Thea^efcaret family background «^ch was one of the most 
important factor for the achie^ v dm^ot of leadership in old pattern 
is now no more considered so n&jch iiapixrtant for tbB lead«rahj^. 
This is probably because during the present days persons are 
ranked only on the basis of personal qualities rather than on 
the basis of their faoi:)^ reputation* This clearly show that 
the new leadership is now shifting from ascribed statais to 
achieved status* 
(9) In rural areas at present the political awareness and 
knowledge has also emerged as an intp<»*tant qualification for 
loadersliip* The data of the present study show that 7036 
identified leaders are well informed with the general political 
l^iappsnings of their state and country* Tbe s^raons who are 
well infonned about the political affairs of their state and 
country have therefore, better chances to beoome a lead«r« 
The new leaders have a fairly good knowledge of the current 
activities and performances of the members of village panohayat, 
its head and that of Blo<^ Praraukh. The rural leaders therefore, 
appear to be keenly interested in their local political happenings, 
further they are also not ijnaware of the political developments at 
their state and country levels* In the old leadership pat'tem , 
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aa IMU he&a. Inironaed }ay the elders of the village under stidy» 
the leaders were havitig rx> interest itdth the ACfiedrs of the 
state and country level politics and therefore they «Kia*e unaware 
and ignorant about the higher level politieSf rather their 
understanding confined only i^to their village level. 
(10) It hae been observed 1^ aany soholars that castes 
and often the religious groi;^8 act as a polititfsl faction 
specially in rural areas. Local elections are generally fought 
on the basis of caste belongin;,s and religious groupings* ^xt 
the data collected for the present study show that the villagers 
do not support or oppoBe the candidates on the basis of oaste/ 
religion, A majority of respondents are against the idea to 
make caste and religious feeling as the tools of election* 
Respondants have indicated that they do not gesierally support 
such candidate vtu> seek votes on the basis of caste and religion. 
It can therefore, be inferred that as a remilt of democratization 
process the id«itity of religion and caste has to a great extent 
lost its functional importance to influence the laasses to get 
their support in elections* 
An analysis of the above findings reveal that the traditional 
pattern of rural leadership is in the process of change or has 
changed considerably* Besides many other factors democratic 
decentralis^ation of power* universal adult franchise, and free 
••12S* 
political participation has given a great fillip for the change. 
The present study clearly reveal that ttm entire pattern 
of traditional leadership in rural society has undergone oanifold 
changes* In the earlier past itfelatht family hackgrouodt caste, 
landowneritiUp, age «ito* \iere considered to be the most potential 
factors or qualities in the determination of social status as 
well as leadership* The study indicate that as a result of 
dMoooratic ^yst^a adopted in India, tl^ osphasis in the 
determination of new leadership has shifted more clearly towards 
education and literacy, is^artial jUE^eoent, personal influence, 
good expression and relations with officials and urban C(»itacts 
etc* This clearly show that the leadership pattern is changing 
from ascription towards achieviBient and it can be concluded 
that at present the p^racms having education, honest ;)udg«Qent, 
influence in village, ||Ood e9Q>ression and contacts outside the 
village, hold greater chances and projects to achieve 
leadership position in rural society in InUa. 
Ap|> f ! f f f , | 9^? 
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APPENDIX • XI 
ABBRSYIATX0M3 OF IHE m P 
A, Numliers In circle denote tlie hanlets of the village 
as follows • 
(1 
(2 
o 
( ^ 
(5 
(6 
(7 
(3 
(9 
Mlrapiir 
Babaidcarpur 
Pui'a Gobre Hoagat 
GhLLJUuoabad. 
Baraikhora 
Janipur 
Pxxra CSihcda i-ilyaa 
Koriij Pim;?r 
(10) Dhoadhurpiir 
(11) I'^^ishigmiu 
(12) Baspurhle. (Uot in Ilipapic* vilXiage) 
d&xiQtQ& Border ling of the village 
denotes to Pukka road 
denotes to Rivulet (lialah) 
denotes to Canal 
clenote« to i'arii:. 
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APPEm)IX • I I I 
iii^llWI 
(1) Toio* generous oooperation i s required tw oolleoting tbe 
tniormatixma* 
(2) All iiifonaatiofis will be kept ooafiiieiitial.* 
(3) It you do not want to disolose your idientityt you oay not 
give ycnxc naiae* 
(4) Please put a mark (x/) tm the rep l ies you feel correct . 
(PKRSOSAL H^FOaiy I^ONS) 
( l j Steme • • - - - - - - • • - - . * - - . - -
(2) Age - - - - - - - - -
(3) Sex * • • • Male ( ) f^aale ( ) 
(4) Marital status ————Married ( ) unaarried ( ) , 
(9) Religion - • • - - - • • • • • - • • • 
(6) Caste or GoniHiunity • • • - • • - . • . • • • 
(7) Ooci5)ation - • - • - * - - — Main Ooci^ation - * * • - - • 
Subsidiary occi;^ation ( i f any) • • » • * • • • • • 
(IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL LEADERS) 
(1) If you have got »>!ae problem regarding your work at 
Block or Tehsilf to whoa you will consult? write two names 
I - . . ^-*..«..ii * - • • • - • • • . . -
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thfty are edtioatdd ( ) 
they are relatives of Block or Tehsil Offioials ( ) 
they haive good reXaticnui with Offieiala ( ) 
they have influence over the Office ataff ( ) 
Any other reason (If) • . ^ ~ — — ~ - ~ - ~ ™ - « ~ — 
(2) To wh<Moi will you consult in your village if you have to 
face a oourt case? Give the naiae of two persons-
they are educated and intelligent ( } 
they are esqgierienced ( ) 
they have infliienoes in Urban area ( ) 
they are well acquainted with l^ban peog^ ( } 
they had been in the city ( ) 
Any other reason (If) • - • - . • - - - • - • - • • • - — 
(3) If you have to see the Station Officer of Police of your area* 
to whoa will you take as a mediator in this regard? Write the 
naae of two persons of your village* 
they are educated ( ) 
they have friendly terms with S«0. ( ) 
they have influence over Thana Staff ( ) 
Az^  otiier reason (If) « « • • . • • • « . • « . « • • . « . « . « • « , . 
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(4) If you are in need of aoae dooua»nts regarding your land etc* 
fk*oa Tehsil Office, iihose help %iill you take? Nane two 
persons belonging to ymir viUage* 
they are educated ( ) 
they can talk iiell with offioe staff ( ) 
they have oontaots with office staff ( ) 
they are the friends or relative of office staff ( ) 
they have influence in Tehail office ( ) 
Any other reason (If) • - . - • - . - • • « . - - « • • - • - - • 
(5) If you went to meet your Tehaildar or S«D»H« through whoia 
will you meet? Name ansy two persons of your village • 
I « . - « . - - « - - - - - • I I . - . . • . - - • - . • « 
they are educated ( ) 
they can talk well with officials ( ) 
they are friends or relatives of officials ( ) 
they had been in contact with the offioial8( ) 
Any other reason (If) • • • - - - • - - - • - . • • - • • • • 
03» 
(6) If you want to get a loan from gov^mmenl/from the bank for 
tube well, seed or fertilisers etc., to whom you will consult? 
Write name of two such persons of your village 
I - - - U ^ 
^^3^^ 
Ygy g?lf 9 ^ ^m ^fffflaf " 
they have got influence in Banks etc* ( ) 
they are educated ( } 
they are experienced ( ) 
Aiy other reason « • - » • - . - - . - • - - • • 
(CR4RISMATIC AND RELIGIOUS LEADERS) 
(1) If you have any intra^fondly dis|>ute» to vh^a will you 
consult to decide it? Haas two persozis of the village (iiibo 
are not your relatives)* 
^w ffirggffff?^ ^ § mm ffl ^ m pfrawM ^mm^t * 
they are ever inpartial ( ) 
they are influential peiraaxiB ( ) 
No one can disregard -tfieir orders ( ) 
Aay other reason •-.•-••-----.•••-.••• 
(2) If you have any inter-tfaoily dii^ute» to whom will 
you reqtiest for its solution* Name any two persons of 
your village (who are not your relatives) 
I - . - « « « - -..II«...---^^...« 
they are expected to favour your family ( ) 
they are expected to give impartial judgeaant ( ) 
None of the both families can disobey tt^ir otAat ( ) 
Any othttT reason (If) • • - . • • - • - « • - . • - • • - - . • . • 
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(5) It you er9 thraat«i0<l "tif a peraon* ^lAioaa Ii62p w U l you 
seek In your vjLUago? Olvo name of two persons ulio are 
not your relatives «• 
they are physically strong ( ) 
they have an influence in the village ( ) 
they have a strong groi^ < ) 
Majority of the villager's favour them ( ) 
they are Icind to help ( ) 
Any other reason (If) • • » • • • « . - • • - • • - • • • - -
(4) Propose the name of two parsons whom you consider as a 
true follower (by faith and practice both) of your religion; 
and iiho are of your village* 
I « . « - • • - - I I • • - • • • • • . - • -
(5) Propose the name of two perscms n^m you think reliable to 
consult about your religious matters* 
I - • - • - • - • II • . . • . • . . - . . -
Xyi flfiff^ 
they are in practice true follower of your religion ( 
they are well aoqiuainted with religious mettera ( 
they can read and understand the holy books ( 
they are aged ( 
they can esqplain about the oc»^licated religious matter 
very well ( 
Any other reason (If) - • • • • • • * - • • • • • • . • 
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(POLrriCAL iJiADERS) 
(1) Propose the name of tour persons of your village i^rtioa you 
Gonalder f i t for the post of inemter of your •lUage 
pan^iayat* 
! • • - . - - • • • I I - - - - - - - - - - - -
I I I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I V - - - - - - - - - - -
You proposed theci because « 
tkiey are ediicated 
they are lo^ oa^ jerous 
they owi large area of land 
they belone to high caste/oonaaunity 
they have more ccmtacts In Url^ai areas 
they have Influences in govt* of floes 
Any other reason (If) - • - • - - - - - - • - • • - - - -
(2) Propose the nasie of two persons niiiom you consider fit and 
able to hold the post of head of village panohayat* 
I I I - • . • . • • . • • • • 
You oonaider then fit and able for the peat beeau^ -
they are educated 
they are prosper ous 
they oun large area of land 
they belong to higher caste/coan&mlty 
they beloxig to dominant family 
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they have more oontacts In Urban areas ( ) 
they have more eontaets with offioials ( ) 
they have influence in urban areas and 
government offices ( } 
Any other reason (If) - • • - • « • - - - • - - - - - - -
(3) Propose the name of two persons who can contest the election 
of head of your ville^ panchayat with bright chances of 
aiooess* 
I *II 
(4) Propose the name of two persons of your village who can 
contest the election of prasukh of your block wil^ 
bright chances of success* 
I • • • I I « . - - -
(3) To ^Aiom did you vote in the last election of your village 
panchayat for the post of head of the panehayat* 
(t) Is there, in your oaste/cooiBunityi any organization tiiat 
looks after your intrai^ coiaDaaiity affairtf? 
Yes ( ) m { ) 
(2) If yes, have you wver taken part in its functioning? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
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(3) vmat \miB the attltudo o£ your oaste/ooasiunlty eld«r8 
to%«r<l8 your participation in the funotioning of these 
organizations* ^>eoi£y their attitiMe as follows -
Strong favour ( ) Favour ( ) 
Slight ob;Jection ( ) Strong ob;)ection ( ) 
Indifferent ( ) 
(4) Have you ever participated in any village welfare program 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(5) If yest i^ iat was the attitude of your oaste/oooffiunity 
elders in this respect* Specify their attitude •§ 
follows -
Strong favour ( ) Favour ( ) 
mild objection ( ) Strong objection ( ) 
Indifferent < ) 
(6) Oo your elders and othor oommunity naaibers approve to 
your participation in the activities of -
A. Election of village panchayat «-M»Yes( ) No ( ) 
B« Election of block praoukh -...i..ii.i.ii.i.Yes( ) No ( ) 
PART..3IX 
(RELIGION AND POUi'lCS) 
in 
(i; Is religious feeling,/your view, coiapatible with the spirit 
of deiaooraoy* 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(2) There are some candidates who at the time of election seek 
vote on the name of religion. What do you think about them, 
specify as follows # 
they are treadtorous ( ) 
It is wrong to catch vote on the name of religion ( ) 
I have no (pinion ( ) 
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APPENDZX • XT 
(1) Your generous oooperatlon Is requested for collecting the 
InfonsatJKms* 
(2) All informations will be Icept oonfldentlaX* 
(3) Please put a mark (v/) on the ansiiers you feel correct^ 
msssm 
(PERSONAL IHFORMATIONS) 
(1) Name - - - - - « • - - - -
(2) Age - -
(3) Sex - - • • Ifele ( ) Fe^ aale ( ) 
(4) Marital status • —4narrled ( ) unaiarrleci ( ) 
(5) Religion - - « • - - - • « « 
(6) Caste <xt Coonrunlty - . - . • » - • • « • - • « • -
(7) Literacy ~ - * - LlteratQ ( ) Illitca»ato ( ) 
(8) Education • • - Educated ( ) uneducated ( ) 
If educated, state the standard 
nii^ School ( ) 
Interaedlate ( ) 
caraduatlon and above ( ) 
-1^ 0-
(9) Laguages knoim 
Read 
Urdu ( ) 
Hindi ( ) 
English ( ) 
(10) Position in family 
-Put a nark at ( - / ) 
tfi*it« 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
— Head of family ( } 
ordinary laeatjer ( ) 
(11) rjf — of family - Nuolear family ( ) 
Joint faiaily ( ) 
(12) Oecn^ation* Specify the following 
Your ooct^^ation ymir fa ther ' s occi«>ation 
f^ain 
3ubsidiery 
Occupation 
(13) Economic atatus -—»»To whioh of the following class yoxx 
considar you beloi%< 
Upper class (Rich) - • • - - - ( 
Upper middle olass • • - . » • ( 
Lower middle class • - - , - - . - ( 
Lower class (poor) • • • • • - ( 
(14) Do you own some land? Stato—»>Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If yes, how much* Write - - - • - • - • . . -Bighasi 
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(15) Put a mark of (- ) oil the things you oim • 
Bicycle ( ) Gun ( ) 
Wrist Kfatoh ( ) liotor Cycle ( ) 
Table watish ( ) Tractor ( ) 
Transistor ( ) Tube-Well ( ) 
Any other - - - « • - • - - « • 
(16) Oo you owi any of the following -
Goar, —.-Yes ( ) No ( ). If yes, how mansy - - • 
Bullock—Yes ( ) No ( ). If yes, how oany - - • 
Baftalow-Yes ( ) No ( )• If yea^ how mBXxy - - • 
Cow — — Y e s ( ) No ( )» If yes, how nany - - • 
Horee——Yes ( ) No ( )• If yes, how many - - -
Any other - - - • • - . - . - - • « - . - - - • - . - . - . 
(17) Had ywi ever been the meraber of Village Panohayat? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
miMmmmJUiBdt 
( COiMOJACi' OJ*':iIDK TlvZ XriLLAGB) 
(1) Do you have mty relative in any city? 
Yes ( ) ito ( ) 
(2) Do you have any relative in service in a^ y town? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
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(3) How issny tines do you v i s i t the foUouistg placed? 
Tehail (Haidersarh) - - • • • • • • • • 
City (Barabarikl) « - - - - . - • - * • 
(4) Had you ever been in any oilqr?' 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(5) Are you living in tiiis village since birth? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(6) How laany tioes did you visit the following places in 
last two months? 
Place ^t 91 n§^%n 
Block (ALddiiaur} 
Tehsii (Haid^ r'gar'h) 
City (iBarabanki ) 
(7) Do you A*ead aewapaper? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(8) Do you Usten radio? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(1) What is your idea o^out the literacy of your words 
3ons should be literate -— Yes { ) lk> i ) 
Daughters should be literate YesC ) No ( ) 
(2) Do you vmnt to educate -
Your sons — • Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Your daughters Yes < ) No < ) 
•14> 
If yes, state i^to wiiat standard -
for sons •—— H i ^ School ( ) Interoediate ( ) Graduation ( ) 
for dataghtars High ;^ k»iool ( ) Intamediate ( ) Graduation ( ) 
(3) Do you oonsidar that educated people can perform your 
profession with a greater success? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(4) Do you consider that educated Fradhan and meiBbers of the 
village panohayat can do better than the uneducated? 
Yes ( ) Wo ( ) 
(5) Bo you consider that education la necessary for the welfare 
and development of your village? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
PAliT FOUR 
(FAMILY imcK^moyriD) 
(1) Is or waisyour lather ittturcsted in the welfare of the 
village? State -
very m^ch ( ) 
aonk}\^at ( ) 
not a t al.?. ( ) 
(2) Your father worked for the development of vi l lage or for i t s 
welfarxi. State-
very caich ( ) 
acMi^ vihat ( ) 
not a t a l l ( } 
(3) Had your father been the laeiBber of vi l lage panohayat? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
«»1A4» 
(4) Is your father a raenibor of tlic vi l lage panohayat at present? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(5) Do you or your ffthar belong to any political party? State-
Yourself — Yea ( ) lio ( ) 
Your father — Yes ( ) No ( ) 
(1) What is the naLie of hoaci of your village panohayat* 
WImt do you consider about his performance* He is doing -
very well ( ) Well ( ) 
satiafectory( ) i>ad ( ) 
(2) Write names and perfonsanc^s of any three oefiil^ ra of your 
village panohayat IK follov/s-
A, — — • - — v e r y gooti ( ) Good ( ) Satisfactory ( ) Bad ( ) 
B, — — v e r y f^ ood ( ) Good ( ) Satisfactory ( ) Bad ( ) 
C, —«——«—«,very good ( ) CJood ( } Satisfactory ( ) Bad ( ) 
(5) What is the aaioe of your Block Praaaukh? • •«•.••.i... . i . . 
Wliat do you consider about his performance for your village-
CkKKi ( ) Satisfactory ( ) Bad ( ) 
(4) Vsiliat l3 the name of present M«L*A« frc^ a your constituency* 
(S) \^ ho is the siember of parliament frcm your constituency* state 
•145* 
(6) Who Is the present Chief ^^ illd.st.er of your state? 
To whlcti party he belong? •»•>'•• •• ""••••• • ..•i.——..•.••.•. 
(7) Who is the present Priiae Kdnioter of India? 
i'o viiiqh party he/she belong? —.«•«,»•»i..«i..i.» ..•..•i,.n.!,,,,,,..„ 
(PEaSOKAL ABIUi-'IiiS) 
(1) Can you directly meet your Block Pranajlch? 
res ( ) No ( ) 
(2) Can you clii^eotly aee your ii»i)«u»? 
Vcii ( ) Ho ( ) 
(3) Can you ualii well to atatioa Oifioer (»»0») of Police? 
I'ej ( ) iio ( ) 
W Can you directly talk co your- Teiisilaar or StD^Wi 
Yes C ) Uo ( ) 
(5) ^id you race a^y Cci^ct cast' so farV 
Yes ( ) rco ( } 
If yes* Did you faaa it on youi' behalf ( ) 
or sought the holp of other villa^sr ( ) 
(6) If you do not hold ony post, do you consider that even 
then you ai*c doing somotiiing for the welfare of the 
village? 
Yea ( ) Ko ( ) 
••1*i6i» 
(7) If you are not the member of the village panohayat, do 
you consider yoi«*ao.lf lit fox txiis post? 
Yes ( ) Wo ( ) 
(8) Do you find yourself able *•© bocoiae head of the 
village panchayat* 
Yes i ) m i ) 
mwrm 
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